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Case 1: Bank Increasing Market Share
BACKGROUND
Firm: N/A
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Mainly qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a major diversified financial services firm. They have 4 lines of business:
•
•
•
•

Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Loans
Mortgages

The bank is profitable, but the CEO is on a mission to increase overall market share while still
maintaining profitability. He is considering increasing his sales force to accomplish this.
There are 3 different categories of sales force he can choose to change:
•
•
•

Branch Managers
Telemarketers
Mortgage Agents

The CEO has come to us for advice on whether or not he should increase his sales staff, and if
so, where he should be adding heads. How would you go about addressing this question?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach:
A thoughtful and complete answer to this case involves discussing the overall market
environment, with a look at the competition in the marketplace and the current market share
breakdown. The interviewee should realize that there are 4 separate markets for distinct products
that have different profitability characteristics. It becomes apparent that investing in some lines
of business will pay off for the company more than investing in others. From there, a discussion
of the economics of each of the different sales channels will drive you towards a
recommendation.
1. Determine the competitive position of the company
• What is the competitive position of the company in the overall market?
2. Assess the importance of the different lines of business
• Where does the bank play? What is its strategy? How does it make its money?
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•
•

What is our market share in each line?
What is the importance of each line to the overall business? How do the different
lines fit into the overall strategy? Which are the most profitable? Are there any loss
leaders?
• What can the company expect to achieve from investment in each line?
3. Understand the impact of the different categories of sales force
• Which lines of business will be affected by increased investment in each category?
• What is the expected ROI for each category?
4. Formulate an investment strategy for the bank to follow
Key facts:
• The market is made up of 5 major players. They are all very similar, offering
diversified services and playing in all 4 segments.
• Market share is defined on a % of customers basis. The market shares are as follows
– the #1 player has 20% market share. We are the #2 player and have an 18% market
share. The rest of the industry is somewhere between 15%-18%.
• The market share within each of the segments does not break down in this same
fashion. Everyone is profitable and established and no one is pricing their products
irrationally.
• The company’s share by segment is as follows:
o Checking Accounts – 21%
o Business Accounts – 20%
o Loans – 23%
o Mortgages – 10%
• Profit per transaction is as follows:
o Checking Accounts - $5
o Business Accounts - $20
o Loans - $100
o Mortgages - $1,000
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Editor’s note: The chart above depicts the profitability of different types of sales agents with
regard to the mortgage business. “Profitability” of each individual sales agent is defined as the
incremental $ profit margin (in $K) each brings in. Telemarketers clearly bring in the most
profit margin $s in aggregate, but mortgage agents bring in the most from new business.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: Before we start, I would like to clarify what a mortgage agent actually does. Can
you walk me through that?
Interviewer: The mortgage agents work by having relationships with real estate brokers. When a
broker makes a sale, he refers the buyer of the home to a mortgage agent. That agent works with
the home buyer to close the transaction and sell the mortgage.
Interviewee: That makes sense. I’d like to figure out what the current market situation looks
like. How many players are there and what is the breakdown in terms of market share? Is
everyone profitable? Are there any new players? Any new trends like internet banking?
Interviewer: The market is made up of 5 major players. They are all very similar, offering
diversified services and playing in all 4 segments. The market shares are as follows – the #1
player has 20% market share. We are the #2 player and have an 18% market share. The rest of
the industry is somewhere between 15%-18%. However, the market share within each of the
segments does not break down in this same fashion. Everyone is profitable and established and
no one is pricing their products irrationally. There are some new trends emerging such as
internet banking, but they are not a factor at this point, and the CEO is not worried about that.
Interviewee: I see. Do we know how our market share breaks down in each of the different
segments?
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Interviewer: Yes, we do. Our breakdown by segment is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Checking Accounts – 21%
Business Accounts – 20%
Loans – 23%
Mortgages – 10%

Interviewee: That is interesting. Is there a different profitability level for each of the different
segments?
Interviewer: Yes, there is. As a matter of fact, profitability per transaction is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Checking Accounts - $5
Business Accounts - $20
Loans - $100
Mortgages - $1,000

Interviewee: I would like to explore a few more possibilities, but first, I want to just say that
my gut instinct is that we can increase our sales force, and I think that we should do it in the
mortgage agent area.
Interviewer: That is a good insight. Why do you think that is?
Interviewee: Based on the existing market shares, it seems like we have the most room to
improve our business in this area. Additionally, given the parity between the competitors in the
industry overall, I think it would be very difficult to dramatically increase share in any of the
other areas. Therefore, we should concentrate on the mortgage market. From there, we need to
see what part of the sales force will have the greatest impact on this market. Do we have any
information on the profitability of each of the salespeople and how much new business each arm
brings in?
Interviewer: Yes, the CEO has given us this exhibit:
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Interviewer: What does this chart tell you?
Interviewee: This shows that telemarketers are the most profitable place to put our money in
terms of increasing our sales force. How are they generating these profits? What are they
actually doing?
Interviewer: They call up existing customers to get them to renew their old services.
Interviewee: I see. In that case, it looks like my initial hunch was correct. Since the other 2
sales forces will increase profits based on existing customers, the mortgage agent is where we
can drive market share growth by winning new customers. In terms of making an overall profit,
the telemarketers would be the right way to go. However, since the CEO has explicitly stated that
he wants to increase market share, mortgage agents are where he should be bulking up the sales
force.
Interviewer: Thank you. Out of curiosity, can you give me an example of where adding branch
managers might be a good decision? What would you need to look at?
Interviewee: We could do a study of each branch to see how many customers come through the
door and how many of them are existing customers versus potential new customers.
Interviewer: OK. Let’s say we did that and we found out that in each store, there are 4 branch
managers and they, on average, service 40 potential new customers that come through the door
everyday. What would you have to look at when deciding whether or not to add more branch
managers?
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Interviewee: I think you would have to look at whether or not the existing 4 managers can
handle 10 new customers per day. If they can handle that amount of customers, then there is no
need for more managers. In that situation, if we were to add a 5th manager, each manager would
then be responsible for 8 new customers on average, but that would just create idle time and not
generate any new customers. If however, there are long waiting times and potential new
customers are getting fed up and leaving, then perhaps adding new managers would make sense.
Interviewer: What else could change that could cause the bank to want to add more branch
managers?
Interviewee: If you can drive additional potential customers through the door. Perhaps a
changing trend in the market will create a new opportunity, i.e. adding a new product that may
draw in more non-customers who are interested in becoming a customer or a new advertising
campaign that is drawing in more people. In any of those types of scenarios, it may make sense
to add additional branch managers.
Interviewer: I think that makes a lot of sense. Thank you very much.
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Case 2: Chinese Cars
BACKGROUND
Firm: Roland Berger
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Market sizing, qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a large Chinese conglomerate with a lot of cash on its hands. They decided to
invest this money in a plant that, by the end of this year, will have a full production capacity of 8
million aluminum wheels annually. Management assumes that it will be able to sell 20% of its
production in the domestic Chinese market.
The company hired Roland Berger to determine if it can sell the remaining 80% of its production
to the US market, which is the largest vehicle market in the world. What do you think?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach:
This case is essentially asking you to do two things:
1) Determine the size of the US car market so that you can understand the relative impact of the
Chinese company’s goals.
2) Assess the feasibility of entering the US market and provide suggestions on how this
company might go about doing so.
Market Sizing: Determine how many wheels your client could supply to the US market – both in
number of wheels and number of cars (1/4 of the wheel number). Then ask about the size of the
US new car market and the secondary market to determine what share the company would need
to capture to sell 80% of its production in the US.
Feasibility and Possible Actions: This is where you need to drill down to uncover automobile
industry dynamics:
• How do OEMs get the wheels for the cars they produce?
• How would a Chinese company distribute its wheels to the US market? Directly or through
intermediaries?
• How entrenched are supplier relationships? Do OEMs buy based on price only, or do the
relationships matter too?
• What regulations are involved in supplying an OEM?
Once you understand how the supplier-OEM relationships work, you can provide some
suggestions on how this company might feasibly enter the US market.
Key Facts:
Columbia Business School
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•
•
•
•

17 million vehicles produced in the US each year. 70% equipped with aluminum wheels.
10% of used car owners whose cars are less than 5 years old buy aluminum wheels
85 million cars in the “after market,” 24 million of which are less than 5 years old
Most companies will select one supplier who will supply the aluminum wheels for the
entire life-time of a car model. Suppliers are usually selected 24 months before a new
model goes into production and have stringent quality controls.

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: Okay. I’d like to first determine the production figures of the Chinese manufacturer
and compare them to the size of the total US automobile market. This will help me understand
the relative size of the Chinese company’s production numbers and whether their plan is
realistic. Once I know how much market share the Chinese company wants to capture, I’d like to
discuss the US automobile industry dynamics to determine if/how the Chinese company should
enter the market.
Let’s start with their production numbers. Let’s assume that cars require only 4 aluminum wheels
and that spare tires are made out of some less expensive material. This means that your client
produces wheels for 2 million cars per year. 80% of 2 million gives us wheels for 1.6 million
cars, which we are trying to sell in the US. So how big is the US new car market and how large is
the secondary market (people who buy aluminum wheels for an older car)?
Interviewer: About 17 million vehicles are produced in the US each year. About 70% are
equipped with aluminum wheels. About 10% of used car owners whose cars are less than 5
years old buy aluminum wheels.
Interviewee: That means that roughly 12 million new cars each year are sold with aluminum
wheels. Can we assume that there are about 280 million cars in the after-market, about 1 car per
person, considering that people in New Jersey own on average 2 cars?
Interviewer: No, that number is much lower. There are about 85 million cars in the after
market, but only about 24 million are less than 5 years old.
Interviewee: I see. That means the after-market is about 2.4 million sets of aluminum wheels
per year. Considering that your client needs to sell 1.6 million sets, they’d have to capture a 66%
market share, which seems very unlikely in such a fragmented market. That means we should
probably focus on the new car market. How do the major car companies procure the aluminum
wheels they put on their cars?
Interviewer: That’s a good question. Most companies will select one supplier who will supply
the aluminum wheels for the entire life-time of a car model. Suppliers are usually selected 24
months before a new model goes into production and have stringent quality controls.
Interviewee: We probably would have to add another 12 months to even get on a company’s
preferred supplier list, which increases the lead time to about 3 years before we can hope to
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supply aluminum wheels to a major US car manufacturer. Since you mentioned earlier that your
client’s plant will be ready for production by the end of this year, this does not look like a viable
option either. What about trying to expand distribution on a broader basis than just the US?
Interviewer: They thought about that as another option, but they would really like to work with
just the US.
Interviewee: Assuming that your client can produce quite a bit cheaper in China than most
competitors can in the US, it might make sense to sub-contract some of this production capacity
to suppliers of the major US car manufacturers. This is probably less lucrative than selling
directly to end-customers or car manufacturers because the client would have to share its profit
margin with the supplier. That said, it would probably be the most efficient way to enter the US
market on a large scale.
Interviewer: Yes, this is exactly what they did.
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Case 3: Health Insurance
BACKGROUND
Firm: Booz Allen Hamilton
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
A health insurance company experienced a loss of $40M this year, after recording a $40M profit
last year. They have hired us to determine the cause(s) of this decline and identify potential
solutions.
The company is in only one line of business, Commercial Risk Insurance, in only one region.
They have several direct competitors.
Their cash flows originate from premiums, which are paid in on a periodic (e.g. monthly, semiannually, annually) basis by its customers, and claims are paid out to the customers’ caregivers
as appropriate.
For the sake of simplicity, the company’s Profit = Premiums – Claims.
Currently this company has 4 million members, which equates to a 40% market share.
All revenue, cost and profit figures are measured on a per-member basis.
How would you go about identifying potential solutions for their decline in profitability?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach: This is a typical profitability case, with the addition of a problemsolving section to discuss the area that is hurting profitability. First, you should hone in on what
is causing the company to lose money. Look at revenues (price X quantity) and costs (fixed +
variable costs). This will lead you to the crux of the problem. At that point, you should ask
questions that explore the problem and identify ways to address it.
Key facts:
• Revenues have been stable from last year to this year. Premiums charged per member
have been stable at an average of $200/year, and membership has been flat at 4 million
members.
• The company has made no large recent capital expenditures
• Per member variable costs are rising by $20/year. This is largely the result of a decline in
utilization of resources due to poor management
• Within the company’s structure, there are several functional groups:
Columbia Business School
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•

o New Admits
o Pre-authorizations
o Case management
These groups are staffed with MDs and RNs that used to be in the field treating patients.
They are now responsible for managing hundreds of doctors and nurses that are currently
treating patients. They are more used to working in practices of 5-10 professionals and
unaccustomed to managing such a large staff, causing problems in controlling referrals
and unnecessary testing/procedures.

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: Since we’re dealing with a profitability issue here, I’d like to explore both the
revenue and the cost side of the business. Starting with the revenue side, have the premiums
charged changed over the last year?
Interviewer: No, they have been stable. Incidentally, premiums are charged at an average of
$200/year/member.
Interviewee: Has the member base been stable? The reason I’m asking this is to understand
whether revenue as a whole has been stable.
Interviewer: The member base has been stable, so revenues have as well.
Interviewee: OK. Since revenue is stable, I’d like to explore the cost side of the business. First,
let’s take fixed costs. Have they made any large capital investments to spur growth?
Interviewer: No. They aren’t in a growth stage and haven’t made any large capital expenditures
except for a new claims payment system two years ago. In general, this is not a capital intensive
business.
Interviewee: That makes sense since it is a service company. So let’s look at variable costs. Has
the cost of servicing members been growing?
Interviewer: Yes. Per member costs are rising to the tune of $20/member/year. Why do you think
this is happening?
Interviewee: The cost of care may be going up – on the doctor, equipment or medicine front.
Interviewer: The biggest cost driver is actually utilization, i.e. how frequently the doctors use
other sources for a patient’s care. So now I’d like you to derive the total variable costs that the
company had last year versus this year.
Interviewee:
Profit = Revenue – Costs
$40M (last year) = (4M members * $200/year/member) – Costs
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$40M = $800M – Costs
Costs = $760M last year
Profit = Revenue – Costs
-$40M (current year) = (4M members * $200/year/member) – Costs
-$40M = $800M – Costs
Costs = $840M current year
Interviewer: What were the variable costs on a per member basis for each year?
Interviewee:
Per Member Variable Costs = $760M last year / 4M members = $190/member/year
Per Member Variable Costs = $840M current year / 4M members = $210/member/year
Interviewer: Good. Let’s talk about utilization now. What might affect this measure?
Interviewee: It could be a change in what MDs want to prescribe. For instance, maybe they are
more risk-averse because of a rise in malpractice cases, so they are more frequently seeking
second opinions. Another thing that might affect utilization is how well the company manages
the MDs.
Interviewer: To your second point, what would you look for within the company to see where the
problem resides?
Interviewee: I would look at several things, including strategy, skills of the MDs, shared values,
staffing, technology used, leadership system and functional organizational structure, to name a
few.
Interviewer: OK. What would you want to know about the organizational structure?
Interviewee: I’d like to know how the company is structured.
Interviewer: Within the company’s structure, there are several functional groups:
• New Admits
• Pre-authorizations
• Case management
These groups are staffed with MDs and RNs that used to be in the field treating patients. They
are now responsible for managing hundreds of doctors and nurses that are currently treating
patients.
Interviewee: Are those MDs and RNs used to managing large groups of people (i.e., many
doctors in the field)?
Interviewer: No, they are more accustomed to working in practices of 5-10 professionals.
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Interviewee: Makes sense. What types of people compose the upper management of the
company?
Interviewer: They are also MDs that used to be in the field. What’s your hypothesis about this
problem and potential solutions at this stage?
Interviewee: The problem seems to be in the management of the doctors and nurses that are
treating the patients. Due to the difficulty in getting all necessary data, and the fact that the staff
managing those doctors/nurses is not used to managing a large, remote organization, variable
costs (specifically the costs associated with utilization) have risen. I would recommend
reviewing the current information systems for a way to consolidate the view of data for each job
function so that everyone has all the necessary information to manage their cases. They should
also consider providing leadership/management training for those who are responsible for case
management.
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Case 4: Italian Paper
BACKGROUND
Firm: Bain
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is an Italian paper manufacturer. They make high-end glossy and matte paper that’s
used in corporate brochures, magazine ads for Gucci and Prada, etc. It’s a commodity product.
They have one factory that produces 150,000 tons of paper a year. 90% of this is sold into the
Italian market, which gives it about a 20% market share. The other 10% is sold outside of Italy.
They would like to build another factory to produce another 150,000 tons a year. This would
cost $100 million. They would like us to tell them whether or not this is a good idea.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach: This case is asking you to determine whether it makes sense to build
additional capacity, i.e. can your company be profitable in the future based on this investment?
This will depend on the current and future market dynamics, which can be explored in a number
of ways.
Having the Three Cs in your head will help you ask the right questions:
• Customers: Who are they? Is there enough market demand for additional capacity?
• Competitors: Who are they? Where are they? What market share do they have? How are
their prices relative to ours? Can we capture any of their share?
• Company: How much will this additional expansion cost the company, and what will the
benefits be? Does this fit with the company’s current plans?
Knowing the answers to these questions will then help you determine whether it makes sense to
add capacity. You can also probe whether a new factory is the right way to go, or whether it
might be more feasible and profitable to add capacity to an existing plant, acquire another
company, etc.
Key facts:
• The Italian market will continue to grow at about 10%. Germany is very hot and growing
at about 15%. Other Eastern European markets are growing as well.
• Your largest Italian competitor has 40% share. An international competitor has 10% and
the other 30% is fragmented among small players.
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•

There are about 12 players and only 2 paper machine manufacturers in Europe. Everyone
knows what everyone else is doing and nobody else is investing in additional capacity
right now.

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: I’d like to understand a few things to evaluate this decision. First, I’d like to
explore the current market demand for paper. Then, I’d like to understand the current players in
the market and how our company competes against them. Finally, I’d like to talk about the
specifics of the investment proposed and what the NPV might be for that option versus others.
I’ll start with the market demand in Italy. You mentioned that 135,000 tons is about 20% of the
Italian market, which means that the Italian market is 675,000 tons. What are the projected trends
for Italian market growth?
Interviewer: Well, how would you go about finding that out?
Interviewee: I might look at historical trends, but those are probably not that accurate because of
the growth of the Internet. To get a more accurate picture of where the industry is going, I would
interview the client’s customers, i.e. publishers, printers and ad agencies. I would ask them how
they see their business prospects, what they are investing in now, what they want to invest in
later, etc.
Interviewer: OK. Through this, you discover that the Italian market will continue to grow at
about 10%. Your largest Italian competitor has 40% share. An international competitor has 10%
and the other 30% is fragmented among small players.
Interviewee: Interesting. So that means the Italian market could only absorb an additional
67,000 tons - not an additional 150,000 tons. It might make sense to look beyond Italy depending
on the industry dynamics. What is the greater European market demand?
Interviewer: Well, Germany is very hot and growing at about 15%. Other Eastern European
markets are growing as well.
Interviewee: Great. Who are the major competitors in those markets and what kind of share do
they have?
Interviewer: There are about 12 players and only 2 paper machine manufacturers in Europe.
Everyone knows what everyone else is doing and nobody else is investing in additional capacity
right now.
Interviewee: Are they not investing because they don’t see opportunity, or because they don’t
have the resources?
Interviewer: It’s not clear.
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Interviewee: Turning to the investment angle, how quickly can we make back the money on the
investment in the new plant?
Interviewer: I don’t know the specifics, but it wouldn’t take very long. What would you advise,
knowing what you know now?
Interviewee: While I don’t have all the information I would like, it seems that the European
market could absorb the demand and since the competitors are not investing in additional
capacity, this could be a great opportunity for the client to make inroads into a new market and
increase revenues. Besides the new factory, they may also want to consider other growth options,
such as building new capacity in an existing plant or acquiring a competitor.
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Case 5: Sugar Magnolia Hospital
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
Your client is the CEO of the Sugar Magnolia Hospital. The hospital is a large hospital
providing a full range of services, in a large, urban area. In the last five years, the hospital’s
profitability has decreased to the point that they are almost out of money and will not be able to
meet their financial and social mission.
The revenue scheme of the hospital’s different services falls into the following three categories:
1) Fixed fee for service (e.g. broken leg = $150 to fix)
2) Cost plus (cost of providing the product/service plus a percentage)
3) Per diem fees (fee per day of hospital stay)
The hospital gains patients through physician referral. In other words, the physicians within the
hospital see patients and after diagnosing those patients will refer the patients for care, treatment,
surgery, testing, etc. to other places within the hospital.
The CEO comes to you to ask the following:
1) Why has profitability gone down?
2) How should they turn it around?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach:
This is a profitability problem, so plan to drill down on Revenues (price and quantity of patients
or patients/ services at the hospital) and Costs (fixed and variable costs per patient.)
Ask about the economics of the case:
•
•
•

How does the hospital make money? (Paid in the revenues structures given by HMO,
insurers, and state agencies above. This is given upfront in the case description and is a
bit of a red herring in the case.)
Who pays the costs? (Again, the costs are paid by the HMOs, insurers, and state
agencies)
How do patients come into the hospital? (Patients come in through referral from the
doctors that work in the hospital or through emergency services. This is helpful
information to get in solving what is going on with revenues in the case. When one
segments the products/ services in the hospital, one should think about patient/ service
segments, or patient/ doctor segments.)
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After receiving this information, focus in on the following:
• How many more people would you be able to see if you reduced patient stays on average
by 1 day?
• What would the effect on costs be for reducing patient/ days by one day on average?
How would that affect profitability?
Key facts:
There are several patient/ service segments in the hospital. The following are a few examples:
1) Women in Labor/ Giving Birth- Low profitability, High referral rates/ word of mouth,
volume declining, fixed fee rate with high variability in length of stay
2) Pediatrics- Low profitability, high referral rates/ word of mouth, volume declining, fixed fee
rates
3) Males (age 25-50)-Medium profitability, medium referral rates, volume stable, Per diem and
cost+ rates
4) Elderly (65+)-High profitability, low referral rates, volume increasing, fixed fee rates
Quantitative work in terms of cost:
Fixed costs: $1000/ patient
Variable costs: $500/ patient/ day
Average length of patient stay: 10 days
Patients seen per year: 1000
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: This is a profitability case, and profitability is composed of revenues and costs. In
terms of which side of the hospital’s profitability I’d like to start with, unless costs have changed
in some significant way because of a recent capital expenditure….?
Interviewer: No, they’ve had no new costs.
Interviewee: Right, then I’d like to start with revenues and see if there have been any recent
changes on the revenue side.
Interviewer: Sure, that sounds like a good place to start.
Interviewee: So, revenues are composed of two things: price times quantity. Have the prices
that the hospital charges for services that it provides changed recently?
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Interviewer: No, prices haven’t increased or decreased in any considerable way—other than
general increases along with inflation.
Interviewee: Okay, so, it’s a problem with the number of patients, or number of patient/
services, along different segments then.
Interviewer: Yes, you’re right. What do you hypothesize is happening?
Interviewee: I imagine that there are several patient, or patient/ service, segments within the
hospital.
Interviewer: That’s right.
Interviewee: Is the hospital a full-service provider, or do they specialize in some sort of area, or
service?
Interviewer: Nope, the hospital is a full-service provider.
Interviewee: So, I hypothesize that more profitable and/ or higher revenue generating patient/
service segments are decreasing.
Interviewer: Interesting. There are 4 principal segments:
1) Women in Labor/ Giving Birth- Low profitability, High referral rates/ word of mouth, volume
declining, fixed fee rate with high variability in length of stay
2) Pediatrics- Low profitability, high referral rates/ word of mouth, volume declining, fixed fee
rates
3) Males (age 25-50)-Medium profitability, medium referral rates, volume stable, Per diem and
cost+ rates
4) Elderly (65+)-High profitability, low referral rates, volume increasing, fixed fee rates
What do you think this data tells you?
Interviewee: Well, first, I would prioritize the segments in terms of how important they seem to
our current inquiry: I would put the third segment aside because the volume has stayed stable,
and I would concentrate on the first two segments for two reasons: 1) Their volume has been
declining, and 2) These segments reflect high word of mouth and long-term patient segments that
are likely to keep coming back to the hospital for other services for a long time if they like the
service that they get there (as opposed to the elderly segment, which represents a diminishing
group of patient/ services because of their age).
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Interviewer: Good, good. And what would you want to do in order to reverse the decline of
those segments?
Interviewee: I would probably want to do some research into why those segments’ volume is
declining. Has service quality declined? Have the number or quality of pediatricians or
obstetricians at the hospital declined? Has another hospital in the area begun to specialize in
pediatrics and obstetrics that is making this patient and patient/service volume decrease in these
specialties?
Interviewer: Good, good. One last question: would you abandon the fourth segment (elderly)
patients completely. They are a highly profitable segment. How would you deal with them?
Interviewee: They are a highly profitable segment, which is a bit strange, as they have a fixed
fee rate revenue structure and their length of stay can vary tremendously. I would try to segment
them further into patient/ service segments that were a little more predictable along the
dimension of how long they stay—this might yield a much more profitable and predictable
patient/ service type than what they currently have.
Interviewer: Right, so there might be some 20% of those patients that are staying longer and
driving down profitability for the rest?
Interviewee: Yes, and a more detailed segmentation might show that. So they’d be able to
target and get the more profitable of those patients.
Interviewer: Good, good. So, that pretty much covers the revenues side. Now, suppose that I
told you that you told you that we went to the CEO with all of this interesting info about
revenues and revenue generation by targeting different segments, but the CEO said that they
really thought it was about the number of patients that the hospital can see and the costs and
cost controls. How would you think about costs?
Interviewee: Well, there are two components to costs: fixed costs and variable costs. Do we
know fixed costs and variable costs by patient, or by patient/ service type?
Interviewer: Well, actually, we don’t have cost data by patient or by patient/ service type, like
we did in the revenues discussion. But we do have cost data per patient on average at the
hospital.
Interviewee: So, aggregate data on a per patient level?
Interviewer: Yes. We know that on average the fixed cost for admitting a patient is $1000. And
the cost per patient day is $500. The average length of a patient’s stay is 10 days. And the
hospital sees 1000 patients each year. The CEO is curious about how many more patients the
hospital could see if they reduced the length of an average patient day by one day.
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Interviewee: Well, currently they are seeing 1000 patients annually. Each patient stays 10 days
on average; so, the hospital has the capacity for 10,000 patient days annually (1000 patientsX 10
days= 10,000 patient days). If you reduced the stay to 9 days on average for each patient, then
there would be an excess of 1000 patient-days of capacity (10,000 patient-days minus 9000
patient-days). If each patient stays 9 days on average, then the hospital could see about 111
more patients each year (1000 excess patient-days/ 9 days= 111 patients).
Interviewer: That’s right. Now, how much would costs decrease if they did this?
Interviewee: Well, currently, they see 1000 patients per year for an average of 10 days each.
Fixed costs for these patients are $1000 X 1000 patients, which equals $1,000,000. Variable
costs are 10,000 patient days X $500/ day, which equals $5,000,000. So, their current costs are
$6,000,000.
If they reduced the average patient stay by 1 day, then their variable costs change. They still
have the same fixed costs of $1,000,000. But their variable costs have changed: they now have
9,000 patient days X $500/ day, which equals $4,500,000 in variable costs. That’s a cost savings
of $500,000 each year.
Interviewer: That’s right. So, how would you summarize these findings to the CEO and what
recommendations would you make?
Interviewee: On the revenues side, Sugar Magnolia is losing patients in a few segments that
provide revenues long-term. For these segments, they need to target and bring in more doctors
who “own” these patients and improve their brand in these service areas through promotions,
thought leader excellence, or community activities that would raise their profile. And they
should further segment other patient/ service types (the elderly) in order to realize more
profitable patient/ service types within current segments.
On the costs side, the hospital could realize significant decreases in variable costs by trimming
down patient days, by even a slight amount on a per patient basis. While this is where the
numbers and quantitative analysis is more telling, Sugar Magnolia has a social mission to be
concerned with, as well as the financial mission that we’ve already discussed at length. Because
the hospital needs to provide the best service and healthcare to its patients, it may not be able to
cut down on patient/ days per patient (the costs side) while maintaining its social goal/ mission.
And for this reason, several quality of care analyses should be done before initiating some of the
cost-cutting initiatives that have been discussed here.
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Case 6: Private Label Sales
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Brainstorming- completely qualitative
CASE QUESTION
We’re going to look at a growing trend in the Consumer Packaged Goods industry. Our client is
a bottled water company (e.g. Poland Springs). A major retailer (e.g. Walmart) wants our client
to create a private label version of its product. In other words, in addition to our client’s bottled
water which they already carry, they want the client to make an additional, lower-priced bottled
water which will be their own brand label, (e.g. Walmart Bottled Water).
What are the pros and cons of doing this?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
As it was given in the interview, this is more of a situation analysis and brainstorming exercise
rather than a case to drill down on and crack. As such, there may be many more pros/cons
beyond what is listed in the example below. In general, it is important to be structured and try to
put the pros and cons into clear buckets. Considering the 3C’s (e.g. impact on customer
relationship, company’s operational issues, and competitive dynamics) could also be helpful in
this case.
EXAMPLE SOLUTION
Pros:
• Improved relationship with a powerful merchant (may get better shelf space and better
terms on other products they purchase from us as well as cross-marketing arrangements)
• Larger production may achieve better economies of scale in both fixed costs (cost/unit to
produce, esp. if certain operational procedures are synergistic) and variable costs
(delivery, distribution, etc.) in addition to the potential to negotiate better terms with
suppliers due to larger orders
• Huge potential revenue growth for our company (lower price but potentially high
volume)
Cons:
• Cannibalization of our own private label’s water sales (cost/benefit analysis of whether
the volume of Wal-Mart’s brand will make up for it)
• Possibility of lessening our power with the merchant as a supplier if private label takes
off and supplants our own product
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•
•
•

Higher costs (Fixed- such as additional plant requirements due to potential capacity
constraints – will the investment be worth it?)
More complicated distribution adding additional SKU into the mix
Potentially a different market for our product which does not work synergistically with
our marketing focus (for example if our product is about prestige and image, we would be
catering to a different customer segment with a lower priced product)
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Case 7: Piano Market Sizing
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, Final
Content: Market sizing
CASE QUESTION
We’re going to look at the sales of Pianos in the United States. What do you think annual sales
(total revenues) are in the US for Pianos?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Answer should show a logical way of sizing the market. You need to make some assumptions,
and show your way of getting to an answer. Actual numbers aren’t as important as the logic
behind the method.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
I am thinking there are two types of piano buyers, personal households and institutions. Of those,
a certain percentage already own a piano. Piano buyers, in a given year, would be divided into:
1) First-time piano owners
2) Upgrading an old piano or replacing a damaged piano
3) Adding a second piano (small for households, larger for institutions)
Then, I would need to estimate who these buyers might be:
Households: For example, approx. 300 Million people in the US. Avg. household is 3 (which
might be high due to many single people.)
So, 100 Million households.
From there deduce how many are in the $75,000/year income bracket, as they are most likely to
purchase a piano (for example, 25% which equals 25 Million households.)
Out of those 25 Million, 5% currently own a piano already (1.25 Million Pianos).
If I assume every year, 2% of the 25 Million will buy a piano, then there are 500K pianos sold to
households every year.
Follow a similar logic for institutions – e.g. colleges, universities, symphonies, Carnegie Hall,
bars/businesses, etc. Assume that there are 1 million of these institutions, of which 20% (200K)
would want a piano. Of that, perhaps 5% buy a piano every year, or 10K pianos sold to
institutions.
Then, I would need to figure the average price paid per piano.
It is important to distinguish between new and used piano sales, as the price points are different.
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In the New Piano market, I would think the low price for a piano is $5,000 and the high price is
$15,000, so the avg price of a new piano is $10,000.
For a used piano, the low is probably $1,000 and new is $5,000, so the average price is $3,000.
I would venture that 20% of pianos sold are used and 80% are new for both households and
institutions. If this is the case, 102K total new pianos are sold and 408K used pianos are sold.
To make the numbers simple, use 100K and 400K. This leads you to $1B in new piano sales and
$1.2B in used piano sales, or $2.2B in total sales.
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Case 8: Gas Stations and Convenience Stores
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Brainstorming, largely qualitative
CASE TOPIC
Our client is major global oil company that owns the whole value chain: oil rigs, refining,
distribution, and retail. Our direct contact is the CEO of the global retail operation. His
operation consists of 1) gas sold at the pumps and 2) the convenience stores at the gas station.
Profitability of the retail operation has declined, and the CEO would like us to help figure out
why and to come up with a plan for the next five years.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
This case is representative of many of the prepared, McKinsey round 1 cases, in which the
interviewer actively walks the interviewee through a set of qualitative and quantitative questions.
The interviewer should “stick to the script” of questions. To the effect that the interviewee
struggles, the interviewer can assist the interviewee to get back on track.
The interviewee should be structured in answering qualitative questions and crunch through any
numbers thrown his or her way, always keeping in mind how they tie back to the larger issues.
CASE QUESTIONS
Over the past fifteen years, the number of gas stations worldwide has declined by six percent.
Q: What might be the causes of this?
A: Possible answers include
• Consolidation
• Increase in dollar volume per station
• Changing population patterns (fewer rural stations)
• More stations open 24 hours (so fewer stations needed)
Set of questions re: comparative gas station profitability
It turns out there have been two other changes in the market. One, the number of gas stations
with convenience stores attached has increased. Two, a major new entrant has begun taking
market share. Supermarkets have begun opening gas stations in their parking lots. This is not
yet a major competitor in the US, where they only have ten percent of the market, but
supermarkets have 30% of the gas market in the UK, and 60% in France.
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The next task is to understand whether the supermarkets have a better business model than the
gas stations in this market, and if so, why. We’ll use the metric of Return on Invested Capital –
operating profit / invested capital.
The numbers for the UK supermarket are as follows: they sell ten million litres of gas per year at
72 cents/litre. Their cost is 20 cents/litre. They pay 45 cents/liter in tax. The convenience
store’s operating profit is 500,000 pounds per year. Overhead in the industry is typically ten
percent of fuel sales, and that’s accurate here. The capital cost is two million pounds.
We’ll compare it to one of our typical gas station locations: downtown, one of our busiest
locations. This location sells six million litres per year at 75 cents/litre; its cost and tax per litre
are the same as the supermarket. Convenience store profit is 20% lower than the supermarket’s.
Overhead is still ten percent of fuel sales, and capital costs are four million pounds.
Q: What is the ROIC of the supermarket? A: (24%) (It also may come out here that the
convenience store is responsible for all the profits.)
Q: Without running the numbers, what do you think our client’s gas station’s ROIC will
be? Why? A: (Much lower – because of the cost of capital).
Q: What do you think causes that high cost of capital? A: (downtown location –
supermarkets typically in the suburbs.)
Q: So, given that, what other things that drive ROIC might we be able to affect? A: (Likely
can’t change cost or tax – could lower price to sell more gas – could move out of the city – could
attempt to increase convenience store profitability.)
Client recommendation:
The client agrees with our recommendation to focus on the convenience store, and decides to set
a pilot program in 1,000 stores.
Q: What type of new products should he introduce? How would you think about what
products to introduce? [Interviewee was required to come up with eight answers – near the end
he was helped along with “Think about what we’d ask if he came to us with product A and
product B – what would we ask to be able to decide between those two.”]
A: Some factors we could use to decide were:
-What does the existing customer want
-What products have high margins
-What can we (and the supplier) support logistically
-What can we get from existing suppliers
-What can we link to products that already sell well
-What products are needed frequently / will drive visits
-What products are durable
-What products require little shelf space (space at a premium in these stores).
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In the end the decision was made to introduce hot and cold food – high-margin, low shelf-space,
high-frequency (but low durability). McK is currently implementing in Europe. End of case.
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Case 9: Megabank Underpenetration
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE TOPIC
Megabank is a bank that issues credit cards. New cards are sold in three main ways:
1. cross-sell to existing banking customers
2. sell to new customers via direct mail campaigns
3. distribute via private label partnerships with retailers and airline
Megabank is looking for new card member growth areas in the United States. Its Hispanic
market penetration is low compared to comparable banks’ penetration rates. That group is a fast
growing ethnicity and the bank wants to capitalize on it.
What is the current problem (i.e., what are the possible reasons for the underpenetration in the
Hispanic market?)? How should the bank move forward?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach:
This case is representative of many of the prepared, McKinsey round 1 cases, in which the
interviewer actively walks the interviewee through a set of qualitative and quantitative questions.
The interviewer should “stick to the script” of questions. To the effect that the interviewee
struggles, the interviewer can assist the interviewee to get back on track.
The interviewee should be structured in answering qualitative questions and crunch through any
numbers thrown his or her way, always keeping in mind how they tie back to the larger issues.
CASE QUESTIONS
Q: What might be wrong? Hypothesize.
A: Discuss briefly the potential of each of the following to affect the penetration rate:
• Product Definition – Does the card, as it has been defined meet the needs of the
customer?
• Pricing of Credit Card Terms – Are the fees and rates on par with other comparable
cards?
• Marketing/Advertising – Are the messages properly directed to the audience (both
content and distribution)?
• Channel Partners – Does our target audience shop at / eat at / buy from our partners?
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•

Internal Sales Messages/Incentive Structure – Are the sales messages correctly structure
to entice our potential customer? Is our internal sales force (i.e., teller and desk
personnel) trained and incented properly to promote the card? Discuss in detail (i.e.,
what might be misaligned, how that might affect adoption rates, etc.).

Q: Calculate the number of additional members Megabank wants to add based on the
following information:
•
•
•
•

There are 40 million Hispanic people in the US
3/8ths of them are too young to have credit cards
The average customer is worth $180 to the bank over the course of his life
Due to decreased acquisition costs, the average Hispanic customer is worth 10% more

•
•

Currently, the bank’s penetration rate is 10% (of valid customer prospects)
They want to get to a 30% level over 5 years

A: 3/8ths of 40M are too young, so 5/8ths of 40M are valid customer prospects. That translates
to a market of 25M people.
They currently have 10% of 25M = 2.5M
They want 30% of 25M = 7.5M
They need 5M additional members over 5 years
Q: How much is that additional market share worth to Megabank (or how much would
Megabank be willing to spend on that additional market share)?
A: If the average customer lifetime value is $180, but the average Hispanic customer is worth
10% more, each customer is worth $198. Rounding that to $200, the total value of 5M extra
member is $1B.
Q: Cross-selling to branch customers is significantly below the industry norms (Average =
15,000 to 20,000 per month; Megabank = 5,000 per month). What might be the reason?
A:
•
•
•
•
•

Product – Is the Megabank product different from competitors’ products? Interviewer:
NO
Pricing – Are the fees and rates different than other comparable cards?
Interviewer: NO
Customer – Are we targeting a fundamentally different audience?
Interviewer: NO
Channel Partners – Are the distribution channels misaligned?
Interviewer: NO
Marketing/Advertising – Is there something wrong with our sales mechanism?
Interviewer: Let’s investigate
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Q: Megabank uses direct mail campaigns to solicit new card members.
• The average response rate for the non-Hispanic population is 1%.
• Megabank’s historical response rate from Hispanic prospects is 3%.
• The bank is planning to target 15M potential customers with each of 3 mailings this
year.
• It expects that after the first mailing, the response rate will drop by 1/3rd in each of
the subsequent mailings.
• The bank has a conversion rate of 45% of respondents.
How many new customers should the bank expect after the third mailing?
A: 3% * 15M = 450,000 from first mailer
450,000 – 1/3*450,000 = 300,000 from second mailer
300,000 – 1/3*300,000 = 200,000 from third mailer
950,000 * 45% conversion = ~450,000 new customers
Q: You rounded 950,000 to 1,000,000. Would you expect the actual number of new
customers to be more or less than 425,000 and how do you calculate that (in your head)?
A: Slightly more since 10% of 950,000 is 95,000; therefore 40% is 4*95,000 or 380,000. Add
5% of 950,000 (or half of 95,000) which is 47,500 to 380,000 to get 427,500. That would be
somewhere between 2M and 2.5M over five years.
Q: You bump into the SVP of Sales (related to the credit card business) in the hall and he asks
“How does it look?” How do you respond (1 minute only)?
A: We are still crunching the numbers, but based on your current market position, your goal of
increasing penetration by 20%, and historical conversion rates for direct mail campaigns, our
initial estimates suggest that you will fall short of your goal by mainly relying on that method of
acquisition. In fact, it will only get you about half way to your goal. We need to discuss other
measures to increase penetration of the Hispanic market. Specifically, we need to look at your
sales force compensation structure, training and specific sales and marketing messages. Let’s
plan to review our formal recommendations later in the week.
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Case 10: Heartcorp
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE TOPIC
Heartcorp is a medical devices company. They produce cardiovascular stents.
They have developed a revolutionary product that is positioned to replace the current products in
the market. The product, called Device X, is the first of its kind
Heartcorp wants to launch Device X in Europe in the near future and then bring it to the U.S. in 6
months. They are 1 year ahead of its competition (with regard to R&D of the product).
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach:
This case is representative of many of the prepared, McKinsey round 1 cases, in which the
interviewer actively walks the interviewee through a set of qualitative and quantitative questions.
The interviewer should “stick to the script” of questions. To the effect that the interviewee
struggles, the interviewer can assist the interviewee to get back on track.
The interviewee should be structured in answering qualitative questions and crunch through any
numbers thrown his or her way, always keeping in mind how they tie back to the larger issues.
CASE QUESTIONS
Q: How do you determine what price to charge for Device X? What are the issues that
need to be considered?
A: Three areas should be explored to determine the price:
1. Current price and rationale for current price (value-based or cost-based)
2. Benefits of new drug vs. old drug in terms of decreased side effects or repeat procedures
3. Buyer’s willingness to pay
Additional items that could be considered:
• Cost of Device X
• Total R&D cost (if not considered sunk)
• Any customer acquisition cost
• Cost of overhead and sales force
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Q: What is the “Cost Neutral Point”- the point at which the cost of the new product equals
that of the old product- given the following data:
• Hospital Cost of an operation = $2500 per patient
• Old product cost = $500/unit
• Number of units needed per operation = 2
• Frequency of repeat procedure (using existing product) = 50%
• Frequency of severe complication resulting in open heart surgery = 30%
Is there any more information that you would need to calculate this?
A: Need more information:
• What is the cost of open heart surgery operation? $15,000
• What is the frequency of repeat procedure using Device X? 0%
• What is the frequency of severe complication using Device X? 5%
• How many units of Device X will be necessary per operation? 2
To determine how much is the new device is worth:
Item
Hospital cost
Product cost per operation
Subtotal
Repeat procedures
Severe complication
Total

Old
$2500
$500*2=$1000
$3500
50%*$3500=$1750
30%*$15K=$4500
$9750

New
$2500
2*X
$2500+2X
$0
5%*$15K=$750
$3250 + 2X

Value of Device X = ($9750 - $3250) / 2 = $3250 (cost neutral point)
Q: What might factors might allow Heartcorp to price the new product above cost neutral
point)? What needs to be considered?
A:
•
•
•
•

Risk / Malpractice Insurance costs,
Value of reduction in pain (to patients),
Higher success ratio (without repeat procedure and/or severe complication),
Cost savings of keeping fewer Device X’s in inventory, etc.

These and other factors might allow us to price Device X above the Cost Neutral Point.
Q: The company has decided that it wants to sell Device X at a premium above the cost
neutral point, but a survey of potential customers (Hospital Purchasing Departments)
showed that they are only willing to pay $2000/unit. Now what would you recommend?
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A: Is the $2000/unit figure a single data point or an average? Average across many customers
surveyed
One of two things:
1. Manage Heartcorp’s expectations that they should really expect something close to
$2000/unit
2. Increase potential customers’ “willingness to pay”
Q: How can we increase “willingness to pay”?
A: Two thoughts:
• Communicate the benefits (both “soft” (e.g., decreased pain or frequency of re-operation)
and “hard” (financial)) to the additional stakeholders (i.e., patient advocate groups and
insurance payers) in the decision. Work with them to “pressure” the potential buyers of
Device X to spend the additional money to realize the added benefits of the new
hardware.
• Publish articles about the efficacy of the new device in reputable journals (e.g., JAMA,
New England Journal of Medicine, etc.) and use those to convince doctors to pressure
hospital administration to increase “willingness to pay” for Device X.
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Case 11: Credit/Debit Card Processor
BACKGROUND
Firm:
McKinsey & Company
Round: 2005 Summer, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE TOPIC
Pierce Processing is a credit/debit card processor. It provides outsourced services to credit/debit
card issuers. The issuer pays a percentage of transaction fees to Pierce for providing the
following services:
• credit authorization,
• fraud detection,
• accounting and reporting.
Issuers outsource this function to companies like Pierce because of the high cost of maintaining
their own IT systems to perform this function. Pierce has hired us to find ways to sustain its
double digit growth that the company has enjoyed for the past 20 years.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
This case is representative of many of the prepared, McKinsey round 1 cases, in which the
interviewer actively walks the interviewee through a set of qualitative and quantitative questions.
The interviewer should “stick to the script” of questions. To the effect that the interviewee
struggles, the interviewer can assist the interviewee to get back on track.
The interviewee should be structured in answering qualitative questions and crunch through any
numbers thrown his or her way, always keeping in mind how they tie back to the larger issues.
CASE QUESTIONS
Interviewer: What steps could Pierce take to keep a high growth rate?
Interviewee: What is Pierce’s current market position in the credit card market?
Interviewer: Pierce currently serves the 10 of the top 20 issuers of the country. The 20 top
issuers comprise 90% of the credit card market. The 10 of the top 20 that are not Pierce’s
customers either use Pierce’s competition or perform the function in-house.
Interviewee: How fast is the credit card market growing?
Interviewer: The number of credit card transactions is growing at 3% annually.
Interviewee: How does Pierce price currently in the credit card market?
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Interviewer: Pierce earns a percentage of the transaction fee of each transaction.
Interviewee: Is there any other revenue stream?
Interviewer: Someone has suggested that Pierce could license its software as another business
model, in addition to being the outsourced processor. In this case, the issuer would license
Pierce software and process the transactions in-house. Pierce would get an upfront license fee
and ongoing maintenance fee. What should Pierce consider in evaluating the software license
model?
Interviewee: Possible answers:
• Danger of cannibalization,
• Impact of new revenue source- upfront cash and recurring revenue stream
• Added cost of maintenance and support of this business model.
Interviewer: Assume that if Pierce offered the software license model, 50% of its existing
customers will switch to this model. 50% of the remaining 10 issues that are not currently
Pierce customer will sign with Pierce. The revenue of providing outsourced processing is
$1M/year. The upfront fee of license model is $3M and $300K in annual maintenance fee.
Calculate the impact on revenue for the next 5 years if Pierce offers this new licensing model
(ignoring time value of money).
Interviewee: Revenue is $70M under new plan for the next 5 years, compared with $50M if the
software license model is not adopted.
Interviewer: Good. What else would you like to know in order to reach a recommendation?
Interviewee: What is Pierce’s current market position in the debit card market?
Interviewer: Pierce has 5% market share.
Interviewee: Who are Pierce’s main competitors in the debit card market? How much market
share do they have?
Interviewer: The market is very fragmented. No player has more than 10% market share. What
can Pierce do to gain more market share in the debit card segment?
Interviewee: Possible answers: acquire competitors, set up a partnership with a competitor, use
innovate marketing schemes (e.g. incentives)
Interviewer: There is another segment of the market, store value segment, where Pierce
currently has no offerings. This is the market of store-specific gift cards, i.e. Starbucks card or
GAP gift cards. This market is projected to grow at 50% annually over the next 10 years. What
are some of the issues to consider in determining whether Pierce should enter this market?
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Interviewee: Cost of offering this new service vs. potential revenue, difficulty in setting up
partnerships and Pierce’s experience with this, complexity of a revenue-sharing scheme,
“stickiness” of store-aligned cards vs. regular cards, potential cannibalization of regular cards
Interviewer: Suppose we know that the total market of store value is $1B today. The transaction
fee is 1% of the total value. Processing firms, like Pierce, would earn about 10% of the
transaction fees. What is expected revenue from this new segment this year?
(Note to interviewer: See if the interviewee asks for a market share number. If asked, Pierce
expects 30% market share.)
Interviewee: So Pierce would expect revenue of $300K ($1B * 1% = $10M total transaction
fees, X 30% market share = $3M Pierce-related transaction fees, X 10% = $300K Pierce take of
the transaction fees).
Interviewer: Suppose it costs $1M to build the system required to process store cards. Assume
5-year useful life, what’s Pierce’s expected profit (accounting profit) in the first year?
Interviewee: Answer: $300K – ($1M/5) = $100K
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Case 12: European Motorcycles
BACKGROUND
Firm:
Bain
Round: 2006 FT, Final
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE TOPIC
Our client is a private equity firm that has just purchased a motorcycle manufacturer based in
Germany that makes sporty bikes. Currently they supply motorcycles to Europe but have no
presence in the US. They are looking to expand the business into the US but are unsure of how
to do this. They are considering two models: one is selling through existing dealerships in the
US, the other is building a flagship dealership and selling that way.
Our client wants to consider a few issues. First, is this expansion a good idea? Second, which
model would be the best to pursue?
As a starting point, tell me a little about the high level pros and cons of building a flagship
dealership versus selling through existing channels.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended Approach:
High level, you’re going to need to hit the numbers right when they’re presented and be able to
step back and synthesize into some sort of meaningful recommendation. Interviewer should
keep asking the interviewee to summarize and back-up assumptions.
Interviewee should keep in mind that this is a PE shop and wants to flip the company quickly –
this is a common theme through Bain cases.
Key Facts:
Flagship:
Retail Price: $20K
Cost: $10K
Cost to set up flagship: $3 million
Existing Channel:
$250K start up cost
Retail Price: $20K
Distributors require 33% gross margin, then there will be a 3% allowance of the sales price that
will be reserved for return, selling costs, etc.
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EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: I would think that opening a flagship dealership would have a lot of pros. First, it
would probably allow for higher margins as you would own the distribution. Second, you could
train the sales people to sell the right way, position the product correctly, etc. You would also
then control your customer data, ability to control marketing messages in the dealership, etc. On
the downside, there is the capital investment, the fact that existing dealerships have relationships
with customers already in place, distribution channels already in place, and local market
knowledge. Your brand name is also not well-known in the States, so opening a flagship
dealership might be difficult.
Interviewer: OK, that makes sense. What would you think about the profitability?
Interviewee: I would assume that owning your own dealership would be more profitable in the
long run, but short term it might be better to go with the existing channels b/c of the capital
investment. Given that this is a PE firm, they probably don’t want to invest a ton of capital or
hold for too long.
Interviewer: That sounds good – let me give you some numbers and let’s see if they match your
hypothesis:
Flagship:
Retail Price: $20K
Cost: $10K
Cost to set up flagship: $3 million
Existing Channel:
$250K start up cost
Retail Price: $20K
Distributors require 33% gross margin, then there will be a 3% allowance of the sales price that
will be reserved for return, selling costs, etc.
Interviewer: What’s the breakeven in both cases?
Interviewee: The breakeven in terms of a flagship store is 300 bikes ($3,000K / [$20K-10K]).
For the distributor model, you assume a 33% gross margin, so 33% of 20K is 6.6K. That means
we still get 13.3K. With a 3% allowance, that means we roughly take in 13K for every bike.
That’s 3K profit. $250 / $3 is about 83 bikes.
Interviewer: Right. What does that tell you?
Interviewee: That our breakeven is lower in the existing distributor model. It also tells me that
in terms of investing in the long term the flagship would be MUCH more profitable.
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Interviewer: So how conceivable are these numbers?
Interviewee: I would think selling 83 bikes should be fairly easy in a year. 300… it also sounds
reasonable.
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(Presents chart – chart shows all sorts of things but relevant info is that 100K bikes are sold in
the US every year, and it’s broken down 3 ways. First by country of origin, next by price, third
by type. Turns out 15% of bikes are from Europe, 30% are high end (20K or higher), and
roughly 10% are sporty.)
Now what do you think?
Interviewee: (takes time to think) Alright, so now I know 100K bikes are sold. So 15K of
them come from Europe, 30% of those or 4.5K are high end, and 10% of those are sporty.
That’s 450 bikes. So maybe 300 would be a stretch, and 83 might even be tough if there are
strong competitors.
Interviewer: I would argue that the country of origin doesn’t matter. A sporty 20K bike is a
sporty 20K bike, right?
Interviewee: I’d actually disagree. Think about automobiles – some people buy German cars
b/c they want to buy German cars, nothing else. Or think about beers. Some people only like
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Belgian beers for no reason except that their Belgian – it’s an image thing, right? (Note: This
was not well received by the interviewer.)
Interviewer: OK, there’s no right or wrong answer. Assume that I’m right and the market is
much bigger. Now what?
Interviewee: OK, then it seems feasible. So short term the better play is to use distribution
centers that are already in place, but long term it would be to build a flagship.
Interviewer: And does the fact that it’s a PE client have any bearing here?
Interviewee: Well, they’ll want to turn it over quickly and not pour cash into it, so they’d likely
go with existing channels and not build. They also might want to examine why they’re thinking
about the US – maybe they can grow in other parts of Europe more efficiently and profitably.
Interviewer: Great.
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Case 13: Street Sweepers
BACKGROUND
Firm:
BCG
Round: 2006 FT, Final
Content: Mainly qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a large industrial conglomerate that has $60-70 million in annual revenues and is
extremely profitable. They have engaged BCG to examine one of their business units that is
underperforming. The unit manufactures and distributes street sweepers (zamboni/lawnmowerlike machines that a person would ride and which uses two large rotating brushes to sweep up the
street as it moves by) and has been doing so for 20 years. While never a standout division, until
recently it had always been profitable. 4-5 years ago the profit margins started to fall and it is
currently just above breakeven.
Management of the conglomerate had made a decision 2 years ago that they did not want to
invest in new features for their product lines and has the approach that they don’t want to invest
significant amounts of capital now (unless they can be convinced otherwise).
BCG’s task is to analyze the unit’s performance and recommend to the management of the
conglomerate what should be done. Tell me some of the areas you’d consider looking into here
knowing that we only have a few weeks to finish this engagement.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
The interviewer did not allow time for development of a framework – that isn’t the point of the
case. Instead, the interviewer simply starts asking questions and they should be answered as
thoughtfully as possible on short notice. Being thoughtful but remaining structured is vital here:
sticking to profits = revenue – costs and drilling down on costs and revenues. This is a great case
b/c if you understand basic drivers- it’s completely rational.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: That’s a tight timeline, so let’s focus on big areas. So profit is revenues minus
costs. Can you tell me about recent trends with regard to costs?
Interviewer: Sure. A quick look at the numbers showed costs have been fairly constant over the
past 20 years, only increasing with inflation.
Interviewee: So I’m thinking I’ll then move into revenue. How has that stood up?
Interviewer: Revenue has fallen steadily over the past 5 years. Why might this be happening?
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Interviewee: It might be happening because of trends in the market, changes in customer
preferences…
Interviewer: Since you mention it, who are the customers?
Interviewee: I suppose they would be municipalities, governments, etc. I don’t see this as
being something for individual use.
Interviewer: Usually not. That’s right, it’s mostly state and local governments. So we looked
into the customers and they are keeping with past trends, replacing their street sweepers every 47 years, and the number of municipalities purchasing street sweepers has remained constant.
What else might be driving revenues down?
Interviewee: Prices could be coming down…
Interviewer: Prices have actually remained constant.
Interviewee: So how about competition? Have new competitors entered the market or stolen
market share?
Interviewer: There have been no new competitors. These are what sales have looked like 20
years ago to now. What do you want to know after looking at this?
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Interviewee: It looks like B has taken share from us. I’d like to know what B is doing
differently. And for that matter what C is doing differently so as to be unaffected.
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Interviewer: About 5 years ago, B introduced a new technology that used air vacuums to clean
streets instead of the mechanical collecting methods that had always been used in the past.
These air machines are more effective at picking up small debris like sand and small litter, and
work more quickly and efficiently than the mechanical ones previously offered. Price points are
about the same. B still sells mechanical machines, but the drop in our market share was directly
related to the new air offering.
Interviewee: So how about C?
Interviewer: C makes machines that are far more heavy-duty, it’s really a different type of
offering.
Interviewee: So we don’t compete with C in reality?
Interviewer: No, but we could. Do you think we’d want to?
Interviewee: Not likely without knowing much about the market. They seem to have been
stable and have an expertise, so unless we can offer something new to their customers I’d guess
they’ll defend their position in a niche market at all costs.
Interviewer: Good, that’s the conclusion we quickly came to on C. Now, what other
information do you need to recommend something for our client?
Interviewee: I need to know if we can replicate the air technology.
Interviewer: We can, but it will take 2 years and cost $25 million.
Interviewee: Since you said management does not want to make a significant investment, that
seems unlikely. So other than that, what trends do we expect from this market going forward?
Interviewer: What would you think?
Interviewee: (Pause) I guess the encouraging news is that we’re still selling despite the new
technology and the similar price point. So do municipalities need both?
Interviewer: Good observation. In fact they do need both. So we broke the country into 7
regions, all of which needed the same amount of street sweepers overall. In the north, on
average there was a 22/8 ratio of mechanical to air sweepers needed. In the south, it was 22/18
(these numbers do not include C’s models). For the country, what % of street sweeper sales
were going to be that are mechanical?
Interviewee: Roughly 66% (It’s actually 64%).
Interviewer: Yes. So why would municipalities need mechanical sweepers if air ones are more
efficient, and what does this tell you?
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Interviewee: I’d think they’d need mechanical ones to deal with larger, more solid things on
their streets. It looks like in the south they can use more air machines which would make sense
b/c they’d have sand and small debris. In the north you might get larger rocks, chunks of ice,
etc. This tells me the market isn’t going to zero, so maybe the company can simply protect the
market share that it has, scale back production to the point where the market will be in
equilibrium between air and mechanical sweepers, and keep decent margins going forward.
Interviewer: Right, so that’s exactly what we recommended. Once we recognized these trends,
we also looked for a strategic buyer, and in fact the conglomerate sold the unit to a foreign
company that already had air technology developed. That was outside the scope of this case,
though – just an interesting follow-up.
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Case 14: Eye Surgery
OVERVIEW
Firm:
BCG
Round: 2006 FT, First
Content: Market sizing, qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a manufacturer of equipment for eye surgery. Specifically, the machines measure
deficiency in eyes, and the company also produces lasers for post-operational procedures and
adjustments. They don’t actually make the lasers or devices used for Lasik – rather, they are
complementary products for this procedure.
The global market for these devices is growing, but at a declining rate. As a result, the client
wants to get into a higher growth area, so they are looking at acquiring a company that makes
inter-ocular devices. These devices are used instead of Lasik but with similar effectiveness, and
they are used for two major categories of patients:
1 – patients with cataracts
2 – refractive surgery (to correct near or far sightedness)
How would you approach this opportunity? What would you look at?
Additional information provided during questioning
Interviewee asked about the specifics of what the machines were so as to consider synergies
between the two companies and product offerings. There would be significant synergies and that
is a component of answering the case.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended Approach
Given that we’re looking at a company with an existing product line that is exploring moving
into a related product line, we need to understand any links between the two. It is vital that the
interviewee demonstrates his acknowledgement of the risks of cannibalization and the benefits of
synergy between the old and new lines. Also key is to show an understanding of some of the
basics of M&A. High level, a framework looking into internal factors of both the target and
acquirer (such as culture, finances, and the synergies there might be between the two), external
factors such as market trends and competition, and customer factors (both doctors and patient
segments) is necessary. The interviewee should also remember the significance of the valuation
of the target- is it worth the asking price.
This case is fairly simple if you hit the numbers – take your time and get them right. The overall
framework was very helpful as interviewee was able to reference it multiple times during a fairly
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focused case discussion. The key is identifying that there will be different types of customers for
each offering, so suggesting IDing customer segments up front seemed to be a major plus.
Key Facts
• US population is roughly 300M
o 75% of the US population over 65 has cataracts
o US population is evenly distributed over 80 years, the same number of people are
each age
o When someone turns 65, they have a 75% chance of getting cataracts, and if they
don’t get it immediately they will never get it
o 1/3 of the population is near-sighted and ¼ of the population is far-sighted->
175M people need vision correction of some kind
• There are government caps on pricing for cataracts surgery and that there is substantial
competition from major national players.
• The refractive market is still very fragmented and growing rapidly – 1.5M surgeries/year
will grow to 3-4M as procedures become safer. Also, the patient pays 10x as much for
refractive surgery as a cataracts patient would pay.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: I would look into internal factors of both the target and acquirer (such as culture,
finances, and the synergies there might be between the two), external factors such as market
trends and competition, and customer factors (both doctors and patient segments). Related to all
of these would be the valuation placed on the company. If we could, I’d like to start with drilling
down on the customers.
Interviewer: OK, I like that. So let’s talk about the cataracts patients. If I were to tell you that
75% of the US population over 65 has cataracts, how many potential patients are we talking
about?
Interviewee: Well I know that 12% of the population is 65+, so let’s call that 10% for
simplicity. 10% of 300 million is 30 million. 75% of that is 22.5 million. But some of those
people might already have had surgery.
Interviewer: Good point. And it gets a little dicey because the segment would be skewed
towards 65. So here is a simplifying assumption – assume the US population is evenly
distributed over 80 years, the same number of people are each age. When someone turns 65,
they have a 75% chance of getting cataracts, and if they don’t get it immediately they will never
get it. What’s the market size thinking this way?
Interviewee: OK, so we have 300 million people over 80 years. That’s 3.75 million people in
each year age bucket. So it would be 3.75 million people turning 65 every year. If 75% of them
get cataracts, that’s… roughly 2.9 people a year. Plus some percentage of the population already
over 65, I’m thinking right around 3 million people a year.
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Interviewer: Does that make sense?
Interviewee: I don’t know a lot about cataracts, but it seems to. I’m not sure all of those people
currently get laser eye surgery currently, though.
Interviewer: Right. OK, now let’s turn our attention to the refractive surgery market. So your
research tells you that 1/3 of the population is near-sighted and ¼ of the population is farsighted. Assume that those numbers already include those who’ve had their vision corrected.
How many people are we talking about for the potential market size?
Interviewer: (Works out 4/12 + 3/12 = 7/12; 7/12 * 300 million people total = 175 [shortcut:
1/4 of 100 = 25, * 7 = 175]) 175 million people.
Interviewer: Right. And it turns out that it translates to 1.5 million people a year actually
getting refractive surgery. So if we acquire this company and can position it as a cataracts
provider or a refractive surgery provider, which should we position it as? (note: the machinery
would be slightly different, enough so that it would be beneficial to go after one market or the
other).
Interviewee: OK, so I know that the cataracts market is around 3 million a year and the
refractive market is 1.5 million a year. But I don’t know anything about profitability so I can’t
really say. Can you tell me a bit about the markets?
Interviewer: What do you want to know?
(Key information: There are government caps on pricing for cataracts surgery and that there is
substantial competition from major national players. On the other hand, the refractive market is
still very fragmented and growing rapidly – 1.5 will grow to 3-4 as procedures become safer.
Also, the patient pays 10x as much for refractive surgery as a cataracts patient would pay).
Interviewee: So based on what we just discussed I’d like to target the refractive market.
Interviewer: Is there anything else you would want to know before making a decision to buy the
company?
Interviewee: I’d need to know more about the financials to give a clear answer. I’d also need to
better understand the synergies and how they’d be perceived in the market. However, it looks
promising given our examination of the market segments.
Interviewer: Excellent.
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Case 15: Meditest
OVERVIEW
Firm:
McKinsey and Company
Round: 2006 FT, First
Content: Market sizing, qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is called Meditest – they make equipment for blood sample test labs. Specifically,
their machines are used to test blood samples for their glucose levels, meaning they are used to
monitor diabetes. Their machines are very expensive, often costing more that $20K, and they
must be operated by professionals. They also make the consumables that go in these machines.
Meditest has a presence only in Europe.
The market for these large machines is growing very slowly and Meditest is looking for more
growth. They have designed patient-operated machines that can do simple glucose level tests.
These devices are small and portable, are easy to operate, and do not need much in the way of
extra consumables.
Meditest is considering launching this device, called glucore, in the UK. They have retained
McKinsey to examine what considerations they should have in this launch.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended Approach
The first step is to establish a framework. Ideally, the interviewee would take into account
internal and external factors, the characteristics of the customers, and why UK?
-

Internal considerations: capabilities, capital, culture
External considerations: competition, regulation, market trends
Customers: market size, segmentation, preferences, payment assistance
Why UK?: why not other places, why not other value-added services for their core
product?

Once you get through the framework in a McKinsey case, it’s more or less listen and respond so
try to think about the implications of what you’re being told and analyzing.
This case represents a mix of numbers and detail analysis, then the need to step back and
consider what the numbers are telling you. Take a moment to think about the numbers in context
and it should be fine.
Key Facts
• Size of the market is 108K people/year
o Population of the UK is 60 million.
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•

o 20% of that population is over 65 years old.
o Of those over 65 years old, 5% are currently diabetes sufferers.
o Of those under 65, 1% of the population are currently diabetes sufferers.
o 10% of the population buys glucore every year
Revenues will be 2.16M pounds/year in 4 years
o Price point on these machines today is 120 pounds.
o The marketing department project that the price will fall by 50% in 4 years (60
pounds)
o Total market will grow by 33% in terms of people with diabetes (144K)
o In four years we will have acquired a 25% market share (36K)

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: I would look at internal and external factors, the characteristics of the customers,
and why the UK vs. elsewhere
-

Internal considerations: capabilities, capital, culture
External considerations: competition, regulation, market trends
Customers: market size, segmentation, preferences, payment assistance
Why UK?: why not other places, why not other value-added services for their core
product?

Is there anywhere in specific you’d like me to start?
Interviewer: Let’s start with the customers. You said you wanted to think about the market size
for this product. How would you do that? What would you need to know?
Interviewee: Well, I’d need to know the percentage of the population with diabetes, the total
population, then the percent that could afford this item. I’d need a price as well if you wanted
the market size in pounds.
Interviewer: Let’s just do it in terms of people and add in the pounds later. So the population of
the UK is 60 million. 20% of that population is over 65 years old. Of those over 65 years old,
5% are currently diabetes sufferers. Of those under 65, 1% of the population are currently
diabetes sufferers.
Interviewee: Through my calculation I get 1.08M people (1/5 of 60M = 12M; 5% * 12M =
120K*5 = 600K. 1% * 48M = 480K. 600K + 480K = 1.08M)
Interviewer: Right, now what else do you need to know?
Interviewee: I need to know how many people will buy this device.
Interviewer: So assume that 10% of the population buys every year. How many people is that?
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Interviewee: 108,000
Interviewer: Does that sound like a lot to you?
Interviewee: Not really. We’re talking about a company that sells machines for over 20K
apiece, so without knowing anything about the price of this new product it seems like this is a
pretty small total market to be going after.
Interviewer: Alright, we’ll come back to that. Assume the price point on these machines today is
120 pounds. The marketing department project that the price will fall by 50% in 4 years. Also
in 4 years they assume the total market will grow by 33% in terms of people with diabetes. In
addition, in four years we will have acquired a 25% market share. What will our revenues be in
4 years?
Interviewee: The price will fall to 60 pounds (0.5*60 pounds), and the number of purchases in a
given year will grow to 144,000 (108,000/3 = 36,000). Our market share is 25%, so there will be
36,000 people buying (144,000 / 4 = 36,000) at 60 pounds per person. That brings me to a
revenue number of 2.16 million pounds.
Interviewer: Good. Now how does that number sound to you?
Interviewee: It still sounds a little low for the type of growth I believe this company is looking
for.
Interviewer: So what are some levers you might pull to increase that number?
Interviewee: There are a number of drivers. First there is the population size – you might want
to include other countries or markets to increase the overall field you’re competing in. From
market share, you could try to position yourself differently, maybe as the more convenient option
or the most trusted one. Or you could try to keep prices high. I’d think the most logical would
be to try to hit more people overall.
Interviewer: You mentioned price. How would you think about pricing this product?
Interviewee: I would think about the value add to consumers in terms of the convenience
offered and money saved. If this means they don’t have to go to the physician then they will be
saving time and money.
Interviewer: Do consumers always pay for their trips to the doctor?
Interviewee: No. Often insurance would pay, so they might be willing to do some sort of a copay for devices like this. The devices might also prompt people to keep better tabs on their
blood-sugar levels which insurance companies would like a lot. After all, the major cost to
insurance companies is the catastrophe, so anything cutting down those chances would probably
be a good investment.
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Interviewer: Right. So if you had to summarize what we’ve looked at so far…
Interviewee: We’ve looked the current size of the market in the UK for consumer blood-sugar
monitoring devices, as well as the growth potential in four years. There seem to be lots of
benefits to the customers and to insurance companies meaning the product should be accepted if
effective. However, it seems that a launch just in the UK has limited revenue potential.
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Case 16: Magazine Growth
OVERVIEW
Firm:
Marakon Associates
Round: 2006 FT, First
Content: Brainstorming, qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a large media conglomerate, let’s call it 4-star media. 4-star functions mostly in
online and print media, and within those in 3 major segments:
1) Enthusiast Media – something like Hot Rod Magazine, Snowboarder Weekly, or S&M
for the elderly.
2) Consumer Guides – Motor Trend, Consumer Reports, etc.
3) Business News – Fortune, WSJ
We’re going to be focusing mostly on the business news segment today. It’s called Prime Inc.
and is broken down into print and online media itself. There is a website but it basically just
reproduces the news that’s in the magazine. The business news segment has seen declining
revenues over the past 5 years after decades of very stable growth. We’ve been hired to consider
two things- first, we need to determine why revenues have been declining and second, we need
to recommend some alternatives to stimulate growth.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended approach
High level, the interviewee should suggest a framework looking into internal factors such as a
change in the price structures or a change in the product, external factors like competition or
market dynamics, and customer factors like segmentation or preferences. The interviewee
should be given the opportunity to brainstorm some ideas for growth, then follow the lead of the
interviewer.
This case is straightforward if you can talk about the relationship between the end reader and the
advertiser. If practicing with this case, try to get the interviewee to think outside the box as there
was a lot of ‘idea generation’ through the course of the case. An understanding of the publishing
industry is helpful but not necessary, just ask a lot of questions if it’s new territory.
Key facts
As the interviewer, you should recognize that most of the revenues from the magazine business
come from advertising as opposed to subscriptions. You also will know the results of some prior
consumer research showing that there is low brand awareness from target customers who don’t
already subscribe and former / current readers don’t feel the content is as insightful. The average
reader is now 10 years older than they were 5 years ago. Of the top 5 magazines doing business
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news, Prime Inc has the lowest share of that demographic and the highest price per ad per 1000
readers.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewer: What would you look at in terms of addressing the first issue (revenue declines)?
Interviewee: I would like to explore internal factors such as a change in the price structures or a
change in the product, external factors like competition or market dynamics, and customer
factors like segmentation or preferences.
Interviewer: That makes sense. So I can tell you right away that there was no change in pricing
structure or the product itself, so that takes care of internal factors. Let’s talk about the
customers. What would you want to know about them?
Interviewee: I’d like to know who they are, what the target is, what they think of the product…
Interviewer: Which customers are you talking about?
Interviewee: I’m talking about the people who actually buy the magazine… but those aren’t
the only customers. There are also ad sales in any media business like this one.
Interviewer: Right. And off the top of your head, which would you say contributes more to total
revenue, subscription revenue or ad revenue?
Interviewee: To be honest I’d have to say advertising revenue only because I know television
relies on it so heavily.
Interviewer: In fact it is advertising revenue, and it’s about a 3:1 ratio. So does that mean we
should focus more heavily on advertisers than the subscribers?
Interviewee: I’d actually think the opposite. I’d think that we’d want to focus on building a
loyal, desirable subscription base that advertisers want. My general feeling is that if we have the
demographics that the advertisers want to hit, they will not only come to us, but it fact may be
willing to pay a premium in some cases. I wouldn’t see focus on advertisers as being all that
useful if we can’t deliver on promises we make them.
Interviewer: OK, so back to the customers. We look at the numbers and find that subscription is
waning. How would you examine why this is happening?
Interviewee: I’d try to look at syndicated reports first to get a sense of where people were
turning for business news, but I think I’d want to go out and speak to the target customers, both
subscribers and non-subscribers.
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Interviewer: So you are able to conduct a market research study and you find that those who
never subscribed have very low brand awareness, and those who have lapsed and even some
who still subscribe feel that the magazine is not as insightful as it once was. You also find that
the average reader is now 10 years older than they were 5 years ago. What are your thoughts?
Interviewee: Touching on the different things you told me, I’m less concerned about the low
brand awareness because if we have a differentiated, quality product we can advertise it and
position it better in the future. I’m more concerned that people feel the magazine is not as
insightful. You said the product hasn’t really changed, so does this have to do with competition?
Interviewer: What do you think?
Interviewee: I’d think so, maybe even to do with the availability of news on the internet. So
maybe simply reporting the news doesn’t get it done anymore. And that could also explain some
of the change in reader demographics – younger people realize they can just go to the internet for
basic news, and they get that instantly.
Interviewer: So that was a key issue. What might Prime Inc. do about it?
Interviewee: Maybe change the content a bit, do more human interest stories that skew
younger. I guess it depends on what advertisers they want and how far they can go without
angering their existing readers. Maybe do stories about how execs were using technology to
solve problems in their organizations.
Interviewer: So who is the demographic here?
Interviewee: For a business newspaper, I’d say 35-65, mostly male but not entirely, and high
income bracket.
Interviewer: Right, and who would want to market to those people
Interviewee: Business services, leisure, apparel, etc.
Interviewer: So let me give you 2 pieces of information. Of the top 5 magazines doing business
news, Prime Inc has the lowest share of that demographic and the highest price per ad per 1000
readers. What does that tell you?
Interviewee: They’re overcharging – if they’re not hitting the target demographic (even if
they’re hitting other ones) why would an advertiser pay the most money to advertise with them?
Interviewer: So what do you recommend?
Interviewee: Lowering ad prices to be competitive.
Interviewer: Do we want to lower them across the board? What should we be aware of?
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Interviewee: Well not all advertisers are the same. Some do more volume and perhaps different
industries have different price elasticities. We should give our volume advertisers bigger
discounts so we don’t lose them unless they are not sensitive to price – we can probably look
historically as well as currently to see trends.
Interviewer: Great. And how about alternative strategies to grow the business to those who
haven’t heard of it?
Interviewee: I’d think you can use the website, try to leverage other media within the
organization, develop proprietary content, or launch a large ad campaign
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Case 17: CPG Company
OVERVIEW
Firm:
BCG
Round: 2006 FT, Final
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
A large food and beverage consumer packaged goods company (CPG) is the client. They have a
40% market share in traditional CPG channels, like large format grocery. They have a 17%
market share in food service. They hired us to help them grow that food service business. How
would you structure that?
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended Approach
This is really a 3 Cs case. If you use the 3 C’s, develop questions around them that are relevant
to the specific question, and probe the interviewer for new, relevant information, then you can
crack it. This is not a numbers case. Some knowledge of marketing and consumer packaged
goods would be helpful. Later in the case, using the 4 Ps to help think through the questions
about how specifically to grow market share would be helpful in generating ideas.
Key Facts
There’s a lot of additional information in this case. The interviewee should probe for this
information because it’s essential for solving the case.
-

The client has one major competitor in beverage, but no major competitor in their foods
portfolio. The beverage portfolio consists of sodas, waters, juices, teas, health drinks,
and new specialty bottled drinks—no alcoholic beverages. The food portfolio consists
primarily of snack foods—for throughout the day (ie, breakfast, lunch, and later). The
client’s main competitor is a major beverage company—but they don’t have any sort of
food portfolio.

-

The client’s share is 17% across the food service market. But within this market, the
market share for the client varies in the different segments and subsegments. There are
three primary segments in the food service market: 1) cafeteria/ workplace food service,
2) restaurants (which is comprised of fast food, slow fast food/ alternative fast food, and
other), 3) entertainment/ theme park venues, and 4) misc. Amongst these segments,
restaurants is definitely the largest—70% of the market.

-

Within restaurants, there are a few subsegments: 1) fast food (Wendy’s, BK,
McDonald’s), 2) slow fast food/ alternative fast food (Chipotle, Au Bon Pain, Cosi,
California Pizza Kitchen Express, Wolfgang Puck’s), and 3) Misc. (corner deli, mom and
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pop, etc.). The fast food segment is dominated by our major competitor, who has a 70%
market share in the segment. Slow fast food/ alternative fast food is a smaller segment,
but it is growing at 30% a year, as a part of a trend of eating healthier.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: I’d like to make sure that I understand the case. So, our client is a traditional
CPG, with a beverage and foods portfolio. Can you tell me a bit more about that portfolio? I’m
assuming that they have sodas and juices? Do they have other types of drinks?
Interviewer: Sure. The beverage portfolio consists of sodas, waters, juices, teas, health drinks,
and new specialty bottled drinks—no alcoholic beverages.
Interviewee: What about their food portfolio? What is that comprised of?
Interviewer: The food portfolio consists primarily of snack foods—for throughout the day (ie,
breakfast, lunch, and later). That’s one thing that makes us distinctive from our main
competitor—we have both a food and beverage portfolio. Our main competitor only has
beverages.
Interviewee: Interesting. So, they have a pretty comprehensive portfolio. Can I have a minute
to structure my thoughts?
Interviewer: Sure. Take your time.
(Now the interviewee should take a few minutes to structure the case. This will require more
than just laying out a framework but also identifying key questions that will help them drive to an
answer.)
Interviewee: I would like to know about three main things: 1) customers, 2) our company and
capabilities, and 3) the competition and how we can differentiate between them. In those three
main categories of information, there are a few key questions that I’d like to answer. This is how
I might structure it:
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•Who are the potential customers in the food service
market?

Customers

¾Cafeteria/ Workplace food service
¾Restaurants—fast food, slow fast food, other?
¾Entertainment venues—movie theaters, theme parks
¾Other?
•What’s in our portfolio?

Company

¾Food portfolio
¾Beverage portfolio
•Do we have any capabilities that are specific to us?

•Who are our competitors?

Competitors

•What do we have that differentiates us from our
competition?
•Where are our competitors strong? Where are we
stronger than them? (Mkt. shares?)

Interviewer: That’s good. What would you like to start with first?
Interviewee: Well, we already talked about our company and portfolio a bit; is there anything
else that I should know about our company. Like, do we have any capabilities that our
competition doesn’t have?
Interviewer: Not really.
Interviewee: Well, I’d like to know a little more about customers in the market. I don’t know
much about the food service market, but I imagine that there’s a lot that falls into the group of
customers.
Interviewer: You’re right. You’ve listed a few. Why don’t we discuss those.
Interviewee: Sure. I imagine that food service includes things like cafeterias, both at schools
and universities. And, I know that the company that I worked at before school had a cafeteria—
maybe that as well?
Interviewer: Yep. What else do you have?
Interviewee: Well, then, there’s movie theaters and theme parks—maybe places like bowling
alleys?
Interviewer: Sure. What else?
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Interviewee: Yes, there’s also restaurants. And then, there might be customers that I’m
forgetting. Is there anything else?
Interviewer: Sure, there’s probably some sort of miscellaneous group—but you’ve covered the
main ones. So, of those main three, what do you think the sizes of the segments are?
(The Interviewer is testing the interviewee’s business judgment/ common sense in asking for the
interviewee’s sense of the sizes of the segments.)
Interviewee: I think that miscellaneous is pretty small. And then, the entertainment one is also
pretty small and stable. But the cafeteria/ workplace one, I imagine that that’s a little bigger—
and maybe it’s growing. And then, the restaurant one, I bet that’s the largest. Though, I’m not
sure how fast it’s growing.
Interviewer: You’re basically right. The restaurant segment is definitely the largest—it’s about
70% of the food service market.
Interviewee: If I think back to the original question of helping them grow their share in the food
service segment, I think that I would focus on the restaurant segment. Can you tell me a bit more
about that segment of the food service market?
Interviewer: Well, what do you think about that segment?
(Part of what the Interviewer is testing here is the interviewee’s ability to use common sense to
lead the case and see what they can deduce on their own.)
Interviewee: Well, I imagine that restaurants includes a few subsegments. For a CPG, high-end
restaurants are out. But in the low-end, there’s probably fast food, delis and mom and pop shops,
and miscellaneous.
Interviewer: That’s right. There’s one big, new one that you’re missing. It’s referred to as
“slow fast food.” It’s new chains with more made-to-order, healthier food. It’s restaurants like
Chipotle, Boston Market, Cosi, etc. It’s part of people’s need to eat healthier.
Interviewee: Interesting. I imagine that this new segment is growing a lot faster than the other
segments. But it’s small. If I think about the original question of the case, if I was going to try to
grow market share, I might try to grow it throughout the restaurant segments. However, before I
make a recommendation, I’d like to know a bit more about the competition—we haven’t talked
much about that.
Interviewer: You’re right. Well, the competition is pretty fierce in the fast food subsegment. E
have one main competitor. They only make beverages, and they have a 70% market share in fast
food.
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Interviewee: Wow. Well, given that, I would focus on the other two segments: this new slow,
fast food segment and the mom and pop segment.
Interviewer: Great. What would you do to try to focus on them and grow your market share
with them?
(The interviewee might want to take a few seconds to think about the answer to this question.
It’s kind of the crux of the answer to the case. Since it’s a marketing question—how to grow
market share—the 4 Ps come in as a handy framework to use to think through the case.)

Placement

Product

Price

•Are there customers in the restaurant segment that we’re
not taking care of right now? New sub-segments?

•Can we offer specialty products/ tailor-made products to
restaurants?
•Can we offer new product packaging that is specific to our
restaurant customers?

•Should we compete on price? Do we want to compete
on price? (Price competition could grow our unit share,
but hurt of $ volume market share—and our profits
overall)

•Can we cross-promote with our restaurant customers?

Promotion

•Will cross-promotion help grow restaurant customers’
loyalty to us?

Interviewee: Well, there are a few things that we could to grow our share with these customers.
In terms of price, well, we could change our price, but I don’t think that we want to compete on
price. That could help us grow our unit volume share, but it might hurt our dollar volume share
and definitely would hurt our profits. In terms of placement/ distribution, is there a way that we
can grow our share by distributing to new customers/ locations?
Interviewer: Maybe. But we already distribute to a majority of the market. What else could you
do to grow share.
Interviewee: In terms of promotion, maybe they can create partnerships with certain customers
or customer chains and run cross promotion campaigns—like advertising campaigns, or coupons.
And in terms of product, maybe they can create customized products for their restaurant
customers? Like new packaging? Specialty sizes, etc?
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Interviewer: Yep. That’s great. That’s a good way to grow share. But can you just quickly give
me some of the pros and cons of specialty or custom products?
(Here, the Interviewer is testing the interviewee’s ability to identify some business risks with new
ideas—testing business judgment and risk identification.)
Interviewee: Well, on the pros side, it would build a special relationship with the customer; it
might differentiate us from our competition. On the cons side, our profit margins would
definitely decrease on custom products. So, we might grow our share, but not our overall bottom
line.
Interviewer: That’s right. So, is there anything else—other than custom products or any of the
ideas that you mentioned—that can help us grow our share in the restaurant segment?
(Here, the Interviewer is looking for a specific answer. If the interviewee doesn’t get it, don’t
worry about it. You can still get the job without getting the answer to this one.)
Interviewee: Well, when I think about the information that I got early in the case, the only thing
that I have that really differentiates us from our competition is the fact that we have a food and
beverage portfolio. Maybe we can leverage the fact that we can distribute food products and
beverage products to restaurant customers to grow our market share?
Interviewer: Yes, that’s right. So, how would you summarize your recommendation?
Interviewee: Sure. The client wants to grow their market share in the food service segment.
The best way to do that would be to focus on the restaurant segment of the food service market,
because that’s the largest part of the market—nearly 70%. Within that, the client should focus
on the non-fast food segments, as those segments aren’t dominated by our major competitor and
are still up for grabs. And they’re growing faster than the traditional fast food segment. The best
ways to grow market share within those sub-segments—without hurting the bottom line—would
be to leverage the breadth of our portfolio, having both food and beverage products to offer
which our competition does not, and perhaps by making custom products, where it doesn’t hurt
our profit margins.
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Case 18: Institutional Asset Manager Fees
OVERVIEW
Firm:
BCG
Round: 2006 FT, Final
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
BCG has been hired by an institutional asset manager client. The client is very profitable and
doing well. However, they know that they are leaving money on the table: they know that they
have a lower average percent fee of assets under management than their competition—lower
than the industry average. They’ve hired BCG to tell them why that is, but in the end we told
them more than that.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
Recommended Approach
This case dives right into data and question and answer. There’s a question that the client asked,
but the interviewer hinted up front in the case question that he/she wants the interviewee to do
more than just answer the client’s question. This is a good case for practicing looking at data
and taking the case interview past answering the question and more towards “fixing” the
business problem.
The interviewer should expect the interviewee to drive the case, but should provide the data
(exhibits 1 &2) up-front pretty quickly and make sure that the interviewee understands the
industry and how the fee structure works very early on.
Key Facts
- Institutional asset managers’ revenues are based on fees from clients. Clients are charged
a fee, which is structured by some percentage of assets under management. You can
assume 5% if it makes the discussion easier—though, the percent fee never comes up.
-

Institutional asset management companies are companies like Fidelity. They can serve
any sort of large, investing clients—pension funds, CalPers, TIA-CREF, hospitals,
foundations, universities, etc. They do have retail division that serve individuals with
their 401Ks and mutual funds, b ut this case focuses on the institutional investor side of
the business.

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewer: So, first do you have any questions?
Interviewee: Sure, I want to make sure that I understand how the client’s business works. I
don’t know too much about institutional investors or asset managers; so, I’d like to just make
sure that I understand the business model before we dive into the problem.
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Interviewer: Sure, that makes sense. What can I tell you?
Interviewee: I imagine that an institutional asset manager is a company like a Fidelity, or
Capital Group Companies.
Interviewer: That’s right.
Interviewee: And I bet that their clients can range from anyone—you and me investing our
savings in a mutual fund to large investors like pension funds.
Interviewer: Yep, that’s right. Pension funds like TIA-CREF and CalPers, or foundations and
universities are some of the bigger clients. We’re going to focus on that part of the business—
the institutional investor part of the business, not on you and me and our individual 401-Ks.
Interviewee: Great. And you said that they generate revenues from fees which are based on a
percent of assets under management?
Interviewer: Right. What’s your sense of how that percent might change?
Interviewee: My guess is that larger clients—clients with larger amounts of assets under
management—might have a lower percent fee charged to tem, because they still generate more
revenues with a smaller percent fee.
Interviewer: That’s right. In fact, I have an exhibit that shows you what that looks like.
Exhibit 1
Revenue Structure for Institutional Asset Management

Fee on
Assets
Under
Management
(%)

$ Under
Management

It’s a stepped function. What would you image the cost structure of different size clients is like?
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Interviewee: Huh. Well, I don’t know the business to well, but I imagine that it costs about the
same to service a large client as it does a small one.
Interviewer: Yes, that’s correct. So, what does that tell you?
Interviewee: That tells me that large clients—in terms of assets under management—are highly
profitable because they generate more in revenues—even with smaller percentage fees—at
basically the same cost as a small client. Thinking back to the original question of the case: why
does the client have a lower average fee than the rest of the industry, I now want to know more
about the fees that they’re charging different customers.
(If the interviewee did not get these points, it’s not a big deal. But it is important to show them
how the fees are structured and explain that larger clients generate more revenues and cost the
same as any other client—therefore, they’re highly profitable clients.)
Interviewer: That’s right on track. Let me show you some data that we collected on the percent
fees—and discounts—that they’re giving to their customers.
Exhibit 2
Discounts by Deal
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What does this data tell you?
Interviewee: Well, it’s not what I would expect. It looks like they’re giving some of the highest
discounts on their fees to their mid-sized clients, not to their largest ones. This may be keeping
the profitability high on their large clients, but it’s probably destroying margins on their midColumbia Business School
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sized clients, and bringing down their overall fee average. I think this shows the answer to the
client’s question.
Interviewer: Sure. Now here’s another question: if you were the client, what would you want to
see here?
(Here, the interviewee should generate a few ideas. A bunch are listed—if they get one or two,
that’s great, and you can move on. Also, it might help the interviewee to give them the exhibit so
that they can draw on it—if that makes them more comfortable or helps them at all.)
Interviewee: Well, I would want to see a few things. First, I would want to be giving the
biggest discounts, or the most discounts, to my larger clients. Here, it looks like they’re giving
the biggest discounts to the mid-sized clients. Second, there doesn’t seem to be any sort of cap
on the amount of discount that can be given. They’re discounting up to 90% in some cases—I
would think that that would destroy all profit margins. I would expect for there to be a cap
around 30% or something. Last, it all seems pretty random where the discounts are given. I
wonder whether the clusters of discounts represent a certain salesman/ account executive.
Interviewer: That’s right. So, what are the key steps that you need to take to fix the problem?
Interviewee: Well, first, you have to diagnose why the discounts are the way they are right now.
So, look-up who discounted what—see whether it’s saleperson-driven, or if it’s driven by the
type of client. Then, you would need to monitor the discounting and keep track of it. Maybe
you can incent the salespeople not to give discounts?
Interviewer: Yep. That’s right: monitoring and tracking, and then put in whatever systems are
necessary to get the company’s average fee up to at least the industry average. Great. That’s it.
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Case 19: Gumby’s Pizza
OVERVIEW
Firm:
Bain
Round: 2006 FT, First
Content: Qualitative and quantitative
CASE QUESTION
This is a PE/ due diligence case. Bain has been hired by a private equity firm to evaluate
whether or not they should buy a mom and pop pizza chain that runs pizza restaurants primarily
in college towns throughout the south. The mom and pop owners are retiring and have put the
business up for sale. The chain has about 30 stores and annual revenues of about $125 million.
In order for the private equity firm to want to buy this chain, they need to be able to double gross
margin in 3-5 years. They’re looking for 2-3 feasible ideas of how to do that, as they would like
to sell the chain to another family owner in 3-5 years.
INTERVIEWER BRIEFING
This is a profitability case, given that the PE firm is ultimately trying to double gross margin in
3-5 years. Because of that, the framework used should be a typical profitability framework of
revenues and costs. Then, the interviewer would need to help focus the interviewee on the
revenues side of profitability, where the 3 C’s should be used to figure out what’s going on in the
marketplace. Once the interviewee has suggested that they’d like to look at profitability on any
specific level—store-level, town-level, customer-level, product-level, the interviewer can start to
supply exhibits to drive the case from there.
EXAMPLE DIALOGUE
Interviewee: It sounds like the client wants 2-3 ideas on how to double profitability, correct.
Interviewer: Yes, that’s correct.
Interviewee: So, profitability is composed of revenues and costs. On the revenues side, there’re
two levers: price and volume. And on the costs side, there’s fixed and variable costs, or
depending on what kind of data we have, we could look at major line items on the balance sheet.
(Note on laying out the costs side of the case: While McKinsey recommends a costs framework of
fixed vs. variable costs, Interviewer often runs down the major line items on the balance sheet:
labor, materials, SG&A, PP&E. So, a respondent might want to consider using that layout to
costs—it seems less “business-school formulaic” and more real world, as costs would be derived
from financial statements. However, because costs are not the main thrust of this case, it’s not a
big point here, but a plus for a Interviewer interviewer. Also, it helps if the interviewee actually
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sketches out their framework on a sheet of paper in landscape format—this shows that the
interviewee is thinking in “slide layout” format, which is what consulting is all about….)
One way to layout the case:

Revenues

•Price
•Volume

Profits

Costs

•Fixed Costs
•Variable Costs

Other way:

Revenues

•Price
•Volume

Profits

•Raw Materials
Costs

•Labor
•PP&E
•SG&A
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(After laying out the profitability framework, you would need to state a hypothesis about which
side—revenues or costs—you would like to focus on. It’s early in the case; so, really, just make
an educated guess and proceed.)
Interviewee: Because this is a private equity firm client, and they’re looking to double profits in
a short time period, I might focus on the costs side of the case, because it is usually easier to
realize cost synergies faster than revenue synergies.
Interviewer: Actually, while that’s a good hunch about PE clients, in this particular case, there
really aren’t too many cost synergies to be had. It’d be better to focus on revenue gains. Given
that, how might you structure your inquiry?
(While you can use either the 3 C’s or the 4P’s, I think that the 3 C’s work better for this case,
because they provide a better overview of the marketplace and work nicely with the upcoming
exhibits. But really, either would work, as they’re both marketing/ revenue-growth frameworks
and that’s the real question being posed here.)
Interviewee: I would look at three things, and several key questions in those buckets in order to
gain a sense of the market and competitive landscape and how they might be able to grow
revenues. The large buckets are the following: 1) Competitive Landscape, 2) Customers and 3)
Company. Here’s how I might structure it, and some key questions that I’d like to ask in each
bucket:
3 C’s Framework with Key Questions

Competitive
Landscape
•National
competitors?
Chains?
•Regional/ local
competitors?
•New entrants?

Customers
•What segments
exist in the market?
•Students?
•Faculty?
•Others?

Company
•How has the
company’s
profitability varied
over time?
•By store?
•By region?
•By product?
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Interviewer: That’s great. You brought up some interesting things. What kind of hypotheses do
you have about the competitive landscape?
(At this point, the interviewee should use their common sense about pizza restaurants. The
Interviewer interviewer is mainly trying to test their common sense and see what types of
hypotheses the interviewee can generate. It’s fine- probably better--for this to be more of a
conversation.)
Interviewee: You mentioned that this is a mom and pop chain in southern college towns. I
imagine that there are national chains that are also in those towns. I bet that those chains make
the market pretty price competitive. I also wonder whether there are other local mom and pop
restaurants in the towns that make competition even heavier.
Interviewer: That’s great. We actually have some data on the competition.
Exhibit 1

Average Market Share by Customer Segment
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Exhibit 2

Average Market Share by Segment
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What kind of conclusions would you draw from this?
(At this point, the interviewer should give the interviewee the two exhibits. The interviewee
should do a couple things. First, they should say what data is on each slide. That way, they
show that they are thinking out loud, and they are sure to not miss any data on the slides.
Second, they should make a summary of what the data on the slides tells them about the key
question that they’re trying to answer here: can the client double profits by growing the revenues
side significantly in the next 3-5 years? And then, the interviewee should definitely try to
synthesize at the end!)
Interviewee: Well, Exhibit 1 tells me that Gumby’s has significant market share in the student
customer segment—about 60%. It might be hard to grow it anymore in that segment. However,
in the faculty/staff and town folk segments, there’s lots of room for Gumby’s to grow their
share—they’re down at about 30% amongst the faculty crowd and 5 % in the town folk crowd.
However, the competitors in those segments look like national competitors like Dominos and
Papa Gino’s—I imagine that those are pretty tough competitors—particularly on price. I also
would want to take into account the size of the segments in prioritizing them and trying to grow
revenues in them.
Exhibit 2 shows that we’re the strongest—with about a 40% market share—in the delivery
segment of the market. Luckily, that’s the largest segment. The dine-in segment looks like it’s
dominated by a couple of the national chains, and it’s pretty small anyway. But the delivery and
carry-out segments seem more divided, still up for grabs.
Given this new info, if I wanted to grow revenues quickly for the client—I think they have a 3-5
year time frame, I would focus on growing Gumby’s share in the delivery and carry-out
segments, and with the faculty/ staff and maybe the town folk.
Interviewer: That’s great. Is there any other information that you’d like to see in order to make
a more refined decision on who you would target and how to grow revenues?
(This is where the interviewer wants to see the interviewee “drilling down” on their data and
hypotheses. The interviewer is also looking for the interviewee to start synthesizing and tying all
the data and case together. It’s always great to refer back to the original question in the case—
which was profitability, not revenues.)
Interviewee: Well, the original question of the case was about profitability, not revenues. I
might want to understand more about which types of segments are the most profitable before
deciding where to grow my revenues. I mean, maybe the carry-out and delivery services have
different profit margins—I would want to know profitability by service type, or even customer
type, if that’s different.
Interviewer: Well, that’s a good idea. Unfortunately, we don’t have exactly the profitability data
that you’re looking for, but we have something close to it—exhibits 3 and 4 have some
profitability data that may help you.
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(Now, the interviewer should give the interviewee the last two exhibits, and the interviewee
should go through the same exercise as before, but look to synthesize and wrap up the case.)
Exhibit 3

Revenues by Customer Segment and Product
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Profitability by Product
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Interviewee: Well, exhibit 3 shows me the product mix by customer segment, and exhibit 4
shows the profitability by product type. Taken together, these tell me that if I do want to target
the faculty/ staff and town folk to grow revenues that I really should do it by trying to get them to
buy more of the more profitable products—which are sandwiches and drinks, which have profit
margins of 47% and 53%.
Interviewer: Yep, that’s right. Now how could you do that?
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Interviewee: You could offer coupons that encourage drink-buying, or even just mention that
you sell drinks when people place an order. You could offer more types of drinks—maybe
people would buy more drinks if they carried a wider variety? You could advertise that you have
sandwiches—revenues for sandwiches are half that of pizza, they could probably really grow
that. Maybe they should change the name to “Gumby’s Pizza and Sandwiches.” Maybe they
could pepper the campus with flyers about sandwiches and drinks—that would help grow the
most profitable products amongst the two largest segments—students and faculty/ staff.
(The interviewee should say a lot of ideas here—doesn’t matter how great they are, but
Interviewer is looking for creativity and brainstorming here.)
Interviewer: That’s enough ideas. Let’s focus on your drinks idea. Let’s say that Gumby’s
currently sells each drink for $1/ drink. Say that they want to double their gross margins through
selling drinks. How many drinks would they have to sell to do that?
Interviewee: Well, at the beginning of the case, you said that their annual revenues were $125
MN. It looks like from exhibit 4 that their gross margins right now are around 35%--is that
about right?
Interviewer: Sure, 40% is about right—just to make it easier.
Interviewee: So, their current profits are 40% of $125 MN, which is about $50 MN. In order to
double that, they would need to make $50 MN more in profits on drinks. If the margins on drinks
are 53% at $1/ drink, then, that would mean that they would need to sell about 100 million more
drinks each year. Right now, they’re selling about 3 million drinks; so, that seems really
ambitious—even over a 3-5 year time horizon.
Interviewer: Right, so what does that tell you?
Interviewee: Well, the initial question in the case was: should the PE client buy Gumby’s pizza?
The key question that we needed to answer was: are there 2-3 feasible ideas that could double
gross margins in 3-5 years. We looked at growing profitability on the revenues side, and while it
looks like there’s room for Gumby’s to grow revenues—and profits—in customer segments like
faculty/ staff and town folk through highly profitable products like drinks and sandwiches, the
growth that would be needed to meet the client’s time horizon and investment hurdle doesn’t
seem feasible.
Interviewer: So?
Interviewee: I would recommend that they do not buy Gumby’s from the analysis that we did
today.
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Case 20: Magazine Growth
OVERVIEW
Firm:
Marakon Associates
Round: 2006 FT, First
Content: Qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a large media conglomerate, 4-Star Media. 4-Star functions mostly in online and
print media, and within those in 3 major segments:
4) Enthusiast Media – something like Hot Rod Magazine, Snowboarder Weekly, or S&M
for the elderly.
5) Consumer Guides – Motor Trend, Consumer Reports, etc.
6) Business News
We’re going to be focusing mostly on the business news segment today. It’s called Prime Inc.
and is broken down into print and online media itself. There is a website but it basically just
reproduces the news that’s in the magazine. The business news segment has seen declining
revenues over the past 5 years after decades of very stable growth. We’ve been hired to consider
two things. First, we need to determine why revenues have been declining and second, we need
to recommend some alternatives to stimulate growth.
Additional information provided during questioning
As the interviewer, you should recognize that most of the revenues from the magazine business
come from advertising as opposed to subscriptions. You also will know the results of some prior
consumer research showing that there is low brand awareness from target customers who don’t
already subscribe and former / current readers don’t feel the content is as insightful.
SOLUTION
High level, the student suggested a framework looking into internal factors such as a change in
the price structures or a change in the product, external factors like competition or market
dynamics, and customer factors like segmentation or preferences. The student also brainstormed
some ideas for growth, then followed the lead of the interviewer.
Breakdown of solution (including quantitative analyses and qualitative evaluations)
Interviewer: What would you look at in terms of addressing the first issue (revenue declines)?
Interviewee: (Presents framework)
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Interviewer: That makes sense. So I can tell you right away that there was no change in pricing
structure or the product itself, so that takes care of internal factors. Let’s talk about the
customers. What would you want to know about them?
Interviewee: I’d like to know who they are, what the target is, what they think of the product…
Interviewer: Which customers are you talking about?
Interviewee: I’m talking about the people who actually buy the magazine… but those aren’t
the only customers. There are also ad sales in any media business like this one.
Interviewer: Right. And off the top of your head, which would you say contributes more to total
revenue, subscription revenue or ad revenue?
Interviewee: To be honest I’d have to say advertising revenue only because I know television
relies on it so heavily.
Interviewer: In fact it is advertising revenue, and it’s about a 3/1 ratio. So does that mean we
should focus more heavily on advertisers than the subscribers?
Interviewee: I’d actually think the opposite. I’d think that we’d want to focus on building a
loyal, desirable subscription base that advertisers want. My general feeling is that if we have the
demographics that the advertisers want to hit, they will not only come to us, but it fact may be
willing to pay a premium in some cases. I wouldn’t see focus on advertisers as being all that
useful if we can’t deliver on promises we make them.
Interviewer: OK, so back to the customers. We look at the numbers and find that subscription is
waning. How would you examine why this is happening?
Interviewee: I’d try to look at syndicated reports first to get a sense of where people were
turning for business news, but I think I’d want to go out and speak to the target customers, both
subscribers and non-subscribers.
Interviewer: So you are able to conduct a market research study and you find that those who
never subscribed have very low brand awareness, and those who have lapsed and even some
who still subscribe feel that the magazine is not as insightful as it once was. You also find that
the average reader is now 10 years older than they were 5 years ago. What are your thoughts?
Interviewee: Touching on the different things you told me, I’m less concerned about the low
brand awareness because if we have a differentiated, quality product we can advertise it and
position it better in the future. I’m more concerned that people feel the magazine is not as
insightful. You said the product hasn’t really changed, so does this have to do with competition?
Interviewer: What do you think?
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Interviewee: I’d think so, maybe even to do with the availability of news on the internet. So
maybe simply reporting the news doesn’t get it done anymore. And that could also explain some
of the change in reader demographics – younger people realize they can just go to the internet for
basic news, and they get that instantly.
Interviewer: So that was a key issue. What might Prime Inc. do about it?
Interviewee: Maybe change the content a bit, do more human interest stories that skew
younger. I guess it depends on what advertisers they want and how far they can go without
angering their existing readers. Maybe do stories about how execs were using technology to
solve problems in their organizations.
Interviewer: So who is the demographic here?
Interviewee: For a business newspaper, I’d say 35-65, mostly male but not entirely, and high
income bracket.
Interviewer: Right, and who would want to market to those people
Interviewee: Business services, leisure, apparel, etc.
Interviewer: So let me give you 2 pieces of information. Of the top 5 magazines doing business
news, Prime Inc has the lowerst share of that demographic and the highest price per ad per 1000
readers. What does that tell you?
Interviewee: They’re overcharging – if they’re not hitting the target demographic (even if
they’re hitting other ones) why would an advertiser pay the most money to advertise with them?
Interviewer: So what do you recommend?
Interviewee: Lowering ad prices to be competitive.
Interviewer: Do we want to lower them across the board? What should we be aware of?
Interviewee: Well not all advertisers are the same. Some do more volume and perhaps different
industries have different price elasticities. We should give our volume advertisers bigger
discounts so we don’t lose them unless they are not sensitive to price – we can probably look
historically as well as currently to see trends.
Interviewer: Great. And how about alternative strategies to grow the business to those who
haven’t heard of it?
Interviewee: I’d think you can use the website, try to leverage other media within the
organization, develop proprietary content, launch a large ad campaign, etc…
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Conclusions, summary, and additional thoughts
This case is straightforward if you can talk about the relationship between the end reader and the
advertiser. If practicing with this case, try to get the interviewee to think outside the box as there
was a lot of ‘idea generation’ through the course of the case. An understanding of the publishing
industry is helpful but not necessary, just ask a lot of questions if it’s new territory.
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Case 21: Insurance Company
OVERVIEW
Firm:
McKinsey and Company
Round: 2006 FT, First
Content: Qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client is a major Insurance company that sells insurance packages directly to corporations in
the west Pacific Rim. Their growth has been traditionally achieved in two ways:
- Adding new accounts (adding more companies as their clients)
- A growth within the account, i.e. the companies adding more employees to the insurance
program.
There are a couple of trends in this market. First, it seems like companies are cutting back in
offering their employees insurance program and there are many employees that are left with the
option of either to pay for insurance themselves or stay without it. The second trend is that the
largest growing segment in the insurance market is people over 65 (note to interviewer: this
might have been a red herring).
The CEO of the company wants to know how they can increase their growth.
SOLUTION
The interviewee should do a good job brainstorming different options for growing revenues.
This portion of the case is relatively open ended. Eventually, the interviewer presents a new
target market and target financials, and the interviewee should successfully crunch the numbers.
Finally, the interviewee should conclude by giving a supported opinion regarding whether the
required market share is feasible.
Breakdown of solution (including quantitative analyses and qualitative evaluations)
Interviewer: What options can you think of to spur growth?
Interviewee: brainstorms various qualitative options including:
• Adding more accounts
• Cross selling
• Offering new products
• Expanding geographically
• Entering the private market
• Merging, acquiring, etc
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Interviewer: Those all seem like reasonable options to consider. Now lets suppose we identified
the privately insured market as a good opportunity for our client, what issues should the client
consider before going in?
Interviewee: Before entering the private market, we should consider various factors such as
market trends and growth rate, competition, existing product offerings (and how they differ from
the client’s), different marketing methods (add telemarketers department), different distribution
channels, etc.
Interviewer: We did some internal and external information gathering and came of with the
following figures. If our client wants to achieve incremental 10% profit growth over the next
three years, what growth rate does the target market need to experience? When determining
this, its reasonable to assume that we will capture a market share comparable to what we have
today in the public market.
(Addition information, if interviewee asks: profit growth rate from client’s current market is
expected to be 25% over the next 3 years.)
Interviewer presents figures:
20 million people
Other (over
65, Military
etc), 12%

Company
Insurance,
50%

Our Client:
Num of people insured: 1 Million

Medicaid,
20%

Premium revenues: 2 billion

Not
Insured,
15%

Net revenues: 200 million

Privately
Insured, 3%

Interviewee: (Crunches the numbers)…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The market size of the privately insured market: 3% of market = 600,000 people
Company insured market size: 50% of 20 million = 10 million people
Our client market share: 1 million/10 million = 10%
Current profits: 200 million
Incremental profits from privately insured market in 3 years: 10% of 200 = 20 million
Current premium revenues = 2 billion = 1 million people X average premium
Ö The average premium = 2 billion / 1 million = $2000
Client’s margins are: 200 million / 2 billion = 10%, i.e. client makes 10% X $2000 =
$200 in profit from every insurance sold.
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•
•

Client wants to achieve $20 million in incremental profits in the next 3 years, that is, he
should get an additional $20 million / $200 = 100,000 privately insured people.
If the client captures 10% of privately insured market then 100,000 people = 10% of this
market which means that in 3 years, the privately insured market size will need to be 1
million people.

Interviewer: Good. Given the situation, how likely do you think it is that the market expands
that much over the next three years and our client captures 10% of the market.
Interviewee: Given the trends in the market discussed earlier, I think it is reasonable that
400,000 people would switch from public insurance to private insurance over the next three
years, thus boosting the private market to the target 1 million. Also, as our client already
provides so much insurance coverage, although indirectly through corporations, it seems
likely that a 10% market share can be achieved.
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Case 22: Savvy Shoes
OVERVIEW
Firm:
N/A
Round: 2006 FT,
Content: Quantitative and qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our client, Savvy Shoes, is US based manufacturer of casual mid-price leather shoes for men and
women. It is a private company that has been in the founder’s family for 80 years. They
currently do all manufacturing at company owned factories in China. The client wants to sell the
company in 3 years, but, before doing so they target to double EBIT to achieve a higher selling
price. How could the client accomplish this?
Industry Background

Mature Market

Fragmented Market

$1 B sales US retail market only

50% Retail markup from wholesale

5% growth per year
Savvy Shoes

30% of the current US wholesale market

Main distribution is major department stores

50% Gross margin
SOLUTION
The interviewer should provide background numbers on the market. The interviewee should do
a good job driving through the numbers to find the company’s current and projected EBIT. Then
the interviewee should brainstorm options for growing the business. When presented with
further information regarding new products, the interviewee should describe positive and
negative aspects of launching.
Breakdown of solution (including quantitative analyses and qualitative evaluations)
Interviewer: Let me provide you with some facts we have drawn out regarding the market, as
well as our clients operations. Go through the numbers and determine what our clients current
EBIT, as well as its projected EBIT is 3 years from now, assuming it makes no changes in its
current business model?
(presents figures mentioned above)
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Interviewee: Processes the numbers, determining the wholesale market size, client’s market
share, clients EBIT, and forecasted EBIT.
Retail Market

$1

Billion

1.

Wholesale Market
Savvy's market share in %

$500
30%

Million

2.

Savvy's market share in $
Gross Margin

$150
50%

Million

3.

Annual Profit
Growth Rate

$75
5%

Million

4.

EBIT Year 1
EBIT Year 2
EBIT Year 3

$78.75
$82.69
$86.82

* Note: Retail and Wholesale are different. Manufactures are often the wholesalers who sell to
retailers. Thus retail buyers are direct customers.
Interviewer: Those numbers look accurate, now lets talk about growing EBIT. What alternatives
might our client pursue with hopes of achieving this goal.
Interviewee: Several alternatives are possible. These include:
1. Extend product line
2. Make private labels for other companies – Many retail companies look for
opportunities to grow. One way is by selling footwear. For example, Polo casual shoe
division is produced by an outside company.
3. Become a licensee – similar to private label idea. However, this will create higher profit
for our client because licensing fee is usually 5-7% of total sales.
4. Increase distribution channel – internet, mom and pop shops, boutiques. The industry
is extremely fragmented. Use Savvy’s long family history and reputation as an
advantage.
5. International Market – tap into the markets that are similar in fashion taste to the US
market i.e. Canada. China might be a good choice too since our client’s goods are
produced there. In addition, China is a large market.
6. etc.
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Interviewer: Lots of those sound interesting. We actually have already collected some
information regarding possible new product launches. Based on this info, what are some of the
pros and cons of these two alternatives, and which would you recommend:

Wholesale Market Size
Gross Margin
Annual Growth
Other Market Info

Leather Accessories Market
(gloves, purses, wallets,
belts etc.)
$500,000
40%
3%
Highly fragmented

Higher-end shoes (evening
shoes)
$200,000
50%
15%
3 major brands dominate
the market

Interviewee: Based on the provided information, I think the pros and cons break down
something like this:
Arguments for Leather Accessories:

Larger wholesale market. Our client is looking for short term growth strategy and
this product would give higher profit.

It is a highly fragmented market thus with our clients reputable history and
existing relationships with buyers, our client can become a dominate player
quickly.

Higher probability of a consumer buying a pair of shoes and purse than two pairs
of shoes in one shopping trip.

In fashion, it is difficult for a low end brand to trade up to a higher end market.
Arguments for Higher-end shoes:

Don’t need to invest money on PPE. Our client can use current existing facility
with minor changes.

Higher future growth.

Can use the same sales force to sell the product.

Already have relationships with shoe buyers in department stores.

Our client is known as a reputable shoe maker. The customers already know and
trust our brand and product.
Weighing the two against each other, I would recommend targeting the X market for reasons A,
B, and C.
(Which market the interviewee actually selects is not as important as the clarity and content of
the argument presented)
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Case 23: New England Retail Bank
OVERVIEW
Firm:
N/A
Round: 2006 FT,
Content: Quantitative and qualitative
CASE QUESTION
Our Client is a retail bank with operations in a number of states in the North East. While it does
no commercial banking, its business is quite profitable. However, over the past year,
profitability has been declining.
We been brought in to diagnose the problem and offer recommendations to counter the trend.
SOLUTION
The candidate should provide an overview of the factors that may be affecting profitability.
Ideally these factors will be broken down in two buckets: Revenues and Costs.
Breakdown of solution (including quantitative analyses and qualitative evaluations)
Interviewee: Because this is a question of profitability, I’m going to dive into the revenue and
costs side of this business to find where the problems lie.
Lets start with costs. I imagine we could break cost down into buckets such as:
• Capital intensiveness of operation (CapEx)
• Sales force costs
• Overhead
• Technology costs
• Internet operation costs, if any
Do we know if the clients cost base has been increasing, and if so, in which area of its cost
structure?
Interviewer: Its definitely a good idea to look into the costs side. We did as well and found that
our client operated very efficiently, actually setting the benchmark in this industry for an
efficient cost structure. Where else could the problem lie?
Interviewee: Since cost is not the issue, I would want to determine what’s happening with the
revenues generated by the business. Again, I think we should try to bucket these if possible. I
expect drivers to break down into various categories:
• Products offered
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profitability of products
Percentage of revenue coming from fees
Average profitability of client base
Client base growth
Average captured share of wallet
Customer perception of services offered
Quality of sales force
Geographic location strategy
Cross-selling capabilities

(The candidate should discuss the bank’s cross-selling strategy. If he/she doesn’t, the
interviewer should point the candidate towards it by telling him that the average customer
profitability of other banks that offer similar products is higher than that of our client’s.)
Interviewer: That list seems pretty exhaustive. We actually discussed a few of those options with
the bank’s CEO. She immediately got excited about the possibility of more effective cross
selling. Currently, the bank was offering four products in the market:
1. Deposits
2. Loans
3. Investments
4. Life Insurance
How could we determine where the potential for cross selling is highest?
Interviewee: In order to determine the potential for cross selling, I would want to explore some
internal and external factors of our clients business including:
• Products we are already selling to our clients, and which percentage of our clients owns
each product.
• Average profitability of each product
• Competitive landscape and customer perception for each product
• Market segment growth
Interviewer: Let me provide you with some additional information we have collected regarding
the products offered by our client. What conclusions can you draw from this info:

% of Clients
Average
ROE
Competitive
Position
Market
Growth

Deposits

Loans

Investments

Life Insurance

100%

50%

7%

1%

25%

16%

14%

5%

High

High

Medium

Medium

3%

4%

7%

3%
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Interviewee: (taking a moment to synthesize the data…) Based on the chart, I would conclude
that targeting the investment products for cross selling would be the most effective approach.
This product has a low penetration in the current client base, a relatively high ROE, and solid
growth expectations going forward.
The chart also mentions that our clients competitive in this product is only “medium”, which
begs the question why not “high”? I would want to explore this further. We could probably start
with several hypothesized explanations and try to prove them true or false. Possible explanations
might be:
• The Bank is new in the business and is perceived as just an “S&L” institution.
• The Bank’s competitors place strong emphasis in these products
• Customers prefer to hold their Investment products with a commercial bank
• The Bank’s client base simply is not used to Investment-type products
• The Bank’s sales force is not correctly pushing the Investment products, which may be
because they lack the correct incentives.
(The candidate should also realize that Life Insurance is hard to bundle with other products, as
it is a very specialized service for which people normally don’t refer to their retail bank.)
Interviewer: The bank’s CEO has now come to us, still high on the prospects of cross selling.
She wants to generate at least $50 M in additional profit per annum by persuing this strategy.
How many additional customers would we need to meet this goal?
Additional Information – Provide only if the candidate asks for it
•
•
•

Number of existing customers: 1 million
Average investment per customer in the Investments segment: $50,000 (*)
Average profit from additional dollar cross-sold: 0.4% (**)

(*) Provide this information if the candidate cannot come up with a reasonable estimate.
(**) The candidate should understand the difference between this number and the 14% ROE
from the table.
Necessary Calculations
Average profit per customer: $50,000*0.4% = $200
Number of additional customers required to reach $50m: $50,000,000/$200 = 250,000
The math in this case is very straightforward, so the candidate should focus on stepping back
and interpreting the numbers and the feasibility of the CEO’s ambitions.
Interviewee: What I have been able to determine is that there are currently 70,000 customers
(1,000,000*7%) that hold Investment products and by increasing that number by 250,000
(~260%) to meet the CEO’s goal in one year probably doesn’t is not possible.
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Interviewer: On the way to a meeting, you run into the CEO in the elevator. He wants to know
what the latest status is. What do you tell him?
Interviewee: We’ve looked at the market for cross selling and finished running the numbers.
We have concluded that:
• Reaching an additional $50m in one year by cross-selling Investment products is not
reasonable
• Cross-selling remains attractive given the market’s conditions
• The bank needs to improve its competitive position in the Investment segment, but
further analysis is required to address this issue.
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